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Important military applications necessitate the need to better understand the self-assembly
process of materials. Many research groups, including the U.S. Army, are looking to na-
ture to learn how to develop novel materials for special applications through the process
of self-assembly [5, 30]. The ability to ascertain the mechanisms that lead to the self-
assembly will enable materials that can be used to attract and minimize hazardous airborne
dust particulates generated by rotary and fixed wing aircraft. For example, the Lee research
group has extensively researched the viral building blocks of M13 bacteriophage (phage)
[36, 43] to better understand some of the attributes phage possess such as the ability to
self replicate, to have electric charge states that are tunable, and to be dispersed in fluid
media to self-assemble. Phage can be functionalized as a collagen-like precursor template
for promoting bone growth and repair as seen in Figure 1.1 [15]. From relatively small
quantities of the virus, larger numbers of phage can be grown due to its self-replicating
property[26, 33]. Through self-templating, phage strands adhere to each other to coat a
substrate under ambient conditions[36]. As phage replicates from generation to genera-
tion, its self-evolution quality results in increased strength as the volume increases [44].
These characteristics give phage great capabilities to solve challenging science and engi-
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neering applications related to bioengineering and of importance to the U.S. Department
of Defense (DoD).
Figure 1.1
Comparison of bacteriophage to collagen fibril.
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1.1 Motivation
The DoD can greatly benefit from modeling of self-assembly in simulated tests of
chemical reagents for dust abatement resulting in cost saving of more than $75,000 per
test for full scale experiments. A major problem for vehicles in undeveloped areas is dust
entrainment, or lifting of soil particles into the air, which causes dangerous brownout con-
ditions [57] resulting in reduced visibility for the operator. For vertical takeoff and landing
(VTOL) vehicles as shown in Figure 1.2 (a) [54], the dangers of airborne dust affect not
only the pilot but also the surrounding environment as high ground effect wind speeds
carry dust far away from its origination point. This dust in turn affects nearby people,
livestock, and also clogs filters for other machinery necessary for remote outposts. Ground
vehicle convoys, as seen in Figure 1.2 (b) [51], also suffer from dust entrainment to the
extent that low visibility may prohibit movement where the terrain would otherwise allow
it. Brownout for convoys poses the greatest risk of collisions between trucks that could
cause harm to the occupants or cargo. In some cases such as humanitarian aide missions,
this could render the mission a failure.
3
Figure 1.2
(a) A helicopter preparing for takeoff in brownout conditions. (b) Convoy of trucks
crossing sand dunes.
Historically, attempts to mitigate these conditions required precious commodities such
as water to dampen the dust in hopes of preventing lift. This created muddy conditions
of reduced mobility for wheeled trucks as well as for pedestrians and ground crews. Ad-
ditionally, in arid environments, the vital water supply simply absorbed into the dirt or
evaporated into the air leaving the unsafe dusty conditions prevalent and life supporting
rations reduced.
To resolve the issue, self-assembly techniques could be applied to spray a light mist of a
rapid drying polymer to create attraction between the smallest dust particles to create clus-
ters too heavy to lift into the air. These clusters would then simply roll along the ground.
While experiments are currently being performed to test the latest chemicals with full scale
helicopter landing zones, the costs of each landing operation can be prohibitive [53, 56].
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To cut costs, simulations that are representative of the bench scale experiments can be
used to study the electrostatic interactions of molecular structures that cause dust adhesion
and virtually test the effectiveness of various chemical compounds on airborne dust abate-
ment. Field experiments are cost prohibitive and do not provide controlled environmental
conditions necessary for understanding the fundamental mechanisms leading dust gener-
ation. The simulations are complimentary to the bench scale dust generation/abatement
experiments and can be used to study the effects of charge states, particle size distribution,
particle clumping, molecular weights, and dispersion rates in tightly controlled environ-
ments. Discrete Element Method (DEM) simulations allow for multi-phase modeling of
air, positively charged soil particles, and negatively charged fluid media to tailor a fluid
that will adhere to solid particles. These simulations will provide an unprecedented under-
standing of max aggregated size based on the amount of solution mixed with dust particles
as well as air velocity from the VTOL vehicle thrust or ground vehicle movement before
any chemical solutions even need mixing.
In the bioengineering community, self-assembly is used to stimulate tissue growth and
regeneration using phage films [15]. Rapid bone repair scaffolding can be created by inject-
ing a solution of phage into an open bone fracture as shown in Figure 1.3 [63]. This causes
mineralization onto the assembled phage strands to not only repair but also strengthen
the fractured region [44]. Studies of the materials science of self-assembly can lead to
top-down or bottom-up programmed nano-structures ranging from simple to very complex
[6, 39] and can also lead to the formation of molecular structures with specific structural
and mechanical properties [24, 31]. As these applications have shown, by studying the
5
self-assembly features of the phage virus, many difficult problems can be solved by directly
applying the natural material or by synthesizing the the process learned from studying the
mechanisms that allow self-assembly.
Figure 1.3
Phage used in tissue engineering.
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1.2 Problem
Researchers continually strive to develop advanced material platforms that possess a
metastable structure with tailorable functionality. Designers are specifically interested in
developing advanced materials that demonstrate high-strength, lightweight, and durable
performance. In order to gain insight of how to suitably design advanced materials, many
scientists have turned to nature for guidance [27, 33, 42, 65]. Biological materials have
shown to possess the desired attributes coveted by designers. Nature seems to design ad-
vanced material structures using hierarchical self-assembly processes at the nano- to mi-
crometer scales. Discovery of the mechanisms that adequately describe the self-assembly
process has been a challenging proposition for researchers [20, 36, 37, 40, 44]. Unless
there is sufficient disparity across length scales, defining the material hierarchy creates
challenges deciding what the proper interaction is between nano- to micron-scale. For that
reason, researchers have been forced to make assumptions. To reduce the uncertainty when
synthesizing phage, computational methods must be developed. Computational modeling
using DEM in this case will shed light on the validity of the hypotheses that a combination
of inter- and intra-strand interactions lead to self-assembled structures.
1.3 Approach
In this research, the interaction forces from molecular dynamics (MD) studies of three
phage types (Wild type, 4E, and CLP8) and a coarse-grain model of the M13 phage geom-
etry are included in a serial DEM code to simulate the self-assembly process. A coarse-
graining method to build phage models in the DEM code that allows three-dimensional
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(3D) interactions between structures to be fully characterized in a single simulation. In
other words, the DEM provides a computationally efficient means to model larger repre-
sentative element volumes (REV) of phage bundles on the order of days as opposed to
weeks when using MD methods.
For the DEM code, subsections of phage strands were modeled as cylinders a few
nanometers in size. Springs were created to couple cylinders end to end to allow for an
accurate model of the discrete nature of the flexible phage chains as shown in Figure 1.4.
Finally, MD simulations were run, by our MD team at the U.S. Army Engineer Research
and Development Center (ERDC), to generate data on which to create a contact law to








My research provides a computationally efficient means to investigate molecular level
interactions by way of DEM. The DEM code contact interaction scheme developed in this
work allows for the full 3D assessment of the self-assembly process of supra-molecular
chains for much coarser systems specific to each of the three functionalized phage types
examined herein. Additionally, the modeled phage structures in DEM were developed so
that they were geometrical representative of the physical system in terms of size, shape,
and degrees of freedom using bonded particles. Finally, the knowledge gained from the
DEM model developmental efforts allows for future expansion into other material systems
that are relevant to both civil and military engineering communities such as those described
above concerning dust abatement technologies To the author’s knowledge, a study of this
nature has never been done before.
1.5 Organization of Thesis
Chapter 2 provides the current state of knowledge for modeling the self-assembly pro-
cess for bacteriophage virus as well as a description of DEM. Chapter 3 describes how the
DEM parameters of the phage interactions were obtained from an MD study. Chapter 4
describes the DEM development process to simulate the bacteriophage virus systems with
chains of connected cylinders and the input of the MD parameters to allow the chains to
interact through force at a distance calculations. Chapter 5 shows the setup process of
the DEM simulations and the parameters used. Chapter 6 provides the results from the
DEM simulations and plots for separation distance, Lennard-Jones potential energy, and
10
the ratio of electrostatic energy to potential energy. Chapter 7 summarizes and provides




2.1 Biological Materials Overview
Nature has long designed materials to fit specific functions. Only over the past two
decades have researches looked at nature’s designs for inspiration on how to create materi-
als and structures to have properties such as high strength, high toughness, and lightweight
[60]. From the smallest building blocks at the nanometer scale, nature builds structures de-
signed for a specific functionality up to the millimeter scale. The research community still
has a poor understanding of how narture uses the directed self-assembly process to build
stable structures with multifunctionality. As a result, many researchers have spent years
investigating proteins and viruses, which are smallest building unit that control the assem-
bly process. The remainder of the chapter discusses the state-of-knowledge and identifies
existing knowledge gaps that need to be addressed so that the mechanisms that lead to the
self-assembly process can be better understood. The discussion below is specific to the
self-assembly of viruses from proteins.
2.2 Phage Display and Self-assembly Overview
In the mid 1980’s, the discovery was made that the M13 bacteriophage virus could be
modified to produce hand selected attributes [33]. Over the past few decades, libraries of
12
phage displays have been developed so that combining specific proteins can readily create
key properties. Manipulating the chemistry at specific locations along the body of the
phage would cause certain proteins to more readily react, or display, to external molecular
structures.
In the late 1990’s, Angela Belcher was researching bio-fabrication properties of abalone
shells [65] when she began to look at the mechanisms by which other materials formed
bonds at the nanometer level. This began her work on creating electrical components us-
ing phage display to fine tune specific binding sites on a heterogeneous semiconductor
[61, 62]. For the past two decades, her research teams have been studying the energy ab-
sorption and conduction properties of the virus based technologies [11, 22, 38, 45, 46, 64].
New discoveries led to experiments that sometimes either provided further discoveries and
advancements in virus based batteries and electronics or led to dead ends [9, 12, 16, 23, 48].
As Dr. Belcher’s student in 2002, Seung-Wuk Lee first explored self-assembly of
nanometer scale phage by studying the effect of genetically engineered phage on creat-
ing ordered arrays of quantum dots [36]. Lee further studied the formation of the M13
phage into long range ordered viral films in 2003. Output from a polarized optical micro-
scope (POM) and a transmission electron microscope (TEM) allowed the chiral smectic C
structure of the phage film to be viewed. A single phage strand was also imaged as shown
in Figure 2.1 [37] to show the flexible nature of the phage. Measurements were also taken
from the microscopy images to show the relative length of patterns in the film as well as
the rotation angles of the phage building blocks to to the long axis of the film [37].
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Figure 2.1
TEM image of M13 phage structure (scale bar = 100 nm).
Lee and Anna Merzlyak experimented with genetically modifying phage proteins in
2006. By changing the protein peptide sequences to display along the body of the phage,
they found the molecules could be tuned to adhere to specific substrates or to bind inor-
ganic and organic interfaces [43]. Furthering studies on genetically modifying phage coat
proteins, Lee and Merzlyak found that some peptides naturally would not combine to the
phage structure. A process was developed to overcome the limitation and opened the phage
library sequences to more applications as a functional nanobiomaterial [44]. Phage were
directionally aligned by placing a droplet of phage solution on a glass plate and dragging
another glass slide to apply a shear force. This allowed for the formation of phage films
for cell culture experiments [13, 14]. Experiments were performed to study the effects
of tethering and stretching the M13 bacteriophage. Results showed the worm like chains
(WLC) to be very stiff when compared to dsDNA [34]. Edward Barry et. al. studied the
differences between the wild-type, naturally occurring, and mutant, genetically modified,
rod-like virus. Their findings concluded that while the wild-type was flexible, the mutant-
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type was essentially a rigid rod. By mixing the mutant- and wild-type phage, the team
created a liquid system that could be tuned for an observable chirality when templated to a
substrate [3].
The phage strand is simply the basic building block for the self-templating assembly.
Each phage strand is just a few nanometers thick and less than a micron long. To get the
phage to template on a substrate, a solution of the strands is prepared, and the substrate is
pulled out of the solution. Friction from the motion of the film starts to pull phage toward it,
creating a region near the solution surface and the substrate called the liquid crystal phase
transition zone. The self-assembly process occurs in the liquid crystalline phase transition
zone as seen in Figure 2.2 [15].
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Figure 2.2
Diagram of phage strands forming the basic building block of the templated film in the
liquid crystalline phase transition zone.
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More recently in 2014, Feng Li and Qiangbin Wang published a review article on the
applications of 14 different virus-based nanoparticles (VNP). The ability for the VNPs to
serve as templates for nanoarchitectures was reported for both the outer wall and inner cav-
ity of the protein structure. For the M13 bacteriophage, only the outer wall was considered
since no usable inner cavity exists as far as common nanoparticles are concerned. The
authors declared that more understanding of the mechanisms that allow for self-assembly
and templated fabrication would enable effective and rational design of nanoarchitectures
[40]. In 2015, Malav Desai and Seung-Wuk Lee reviewed studies in the mechanical prop-
erties of protein based polypeptides. The emphasis of the review was to determine possible
polypeptides for the fields of tissue engineering and drug delivery. The authors describe
how the ability to understand the properties of the proteins will allow for the creation of
novel smart materials through protein self-assembly and stimuli response [20]. Hyo-Eon
Jin et. al. published further studies on genetically engineered phage in 2015 that examined
the periodicity of the self-templated phage at different pulling speeds [32].
From Dr. Angela Belcher’s early work with phage display to Dr. Seung-Wuk Lee’s
research with modifying phage to perform novel functions, more than twenty years passed.
The following section discusses how computational methods will augment studies of phage
to more efficiently determine the types of physical experiments that lead to novel materials.
2.3 Simulation of Biological Systems Overview
Creating a simulation tool can provide a better understanding of how phage film assem-
bly occurs since such understanding cannot be sufficiently determined from experiments
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alone. While microscopy has evolved to the stage where individual atoms can be ob-
served at the initial or final state of an experiment, a process to view the interactions at a
nanosecond or sub-nanosecond rate does not exist to fully allow for full understanding of
the physics behind self-assembly. This is where simulation tools enter the scene to create a
detailed depiction of the process at not only the correct length scale but also at a time scale
to view any intermediate process that may be important. Computational tools required to
study the fundamental physics of the inter- and intra-molecular structures have taken more
then twenty years to gain sufficient capability for development to occur.
Of the many computational modeling techniques, some are better suited to provide a
testbed for virtually experimenting with the self-assembly process of phage while others
are not. At the smallest computational length scale, molecular dynamics (MD) provides
a very detailed result based on atomistic energy potential for each atom in a given model.
MD is very computationally intensive and can take weeks to reach a solution in just one
dimension for just a pair of phage strands much less for several phage. This method is best
if used for characterizing parameters to be used in analysis at a higher length scale. The
discrete element method (DEM) models particles as discrete bodies that interact through
direct contact or energy based field force laws. DEM has historically been used as a coarse
grained MD, and is still computationally intensive, but end criterion can be reached much
faster than MD.
Markus Buehler developed an atomistic/molecular dynamics based models to study
nanomechanical properties of collagen fibrils in 2008. The model employed a coarse grain-
ing scheme that collected the atoms of tropocollagen into “beads” that allowed computa-
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tions to be run in an efficient manner. Simulations were run on a 2-D plane stress model
of collagen fibrils with a period of relaxation followed by simulated loading. Geometri-
cally, the loaded model was made up of a 2 x 5 array of tropocollagen molecules with each
molecule made up of 200 “beads” for a total of 2000 particles. Several particles at the ends
of the fibril array were continuously displaced to model tensile deformation [5].
Timothy Newman published a paper in 2005 on numerical models to study inter and
intra cellular interactions to show how cells adapt their cell shapes to their local biome-
chanical environment. Spherical particles were given parameters of Morse potentials and
confined between two planes for a quasi-2-D layout. Coarse-graining techniques were em-
ployed to characterize cell models at different length scales. Discrete elements within a
given cell were replaced by a smooth average density field and back to ensure equivalence
[47].
2.4 Background on DEM
2.4.1 History
The DEM as described by Cundall and Strack [19] is a computational method that in-
tegrates the equations of particle motions for each particle in an assemblage of particles to
determine the behavior of systems of discrete objects. Instead of being defined as nodes
and elements, particles are defined only by characteristic positions and rigid geometries,
e.g. spheres defined by a {x, y, z} center point vector and a scalar radius. In general,
forces between objects and motions are defined by binary contact laws. Resultant forces
and displacements are incrementally driven toward equilibrium conditions by incremental
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changes in contact forces and displacements of particle pairs. These net forces and mo-
ments are simply derived by integrating Newtons laws of motion. As opposed to numerical
methods that use continuum equations to describe physical systems, DEM simulates the
particles in the system to determine macro-scale behavior.
Cundall [17, 18] originally developed a version of the distinct element method to an-
alyze behavior of rock mechanics instead of modeling particulate media with continuum
methods. Cundall and Strack [19] later introduced the DEM to model any particulate me-
dia such as soils as a large collection of independent objects that react to each other as
simple spring-damper systems. Throughout the 1990s, the method gained popularity as a
tool to study fundamental behavior of tightly packed particulate systems and analysis of
reactions to external stimuli [2, 7, 21, 29, 55].
Beyond simulating dry granular media, multiphysics components have also been cou-
pled with DEM. One example includes coupling particle interactions with computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) where fluid nodes produce a force on the objects and the objects
alter the flow field of the fluid. Another case study coupled electrical effects with DEM to
show electrical conductance through an elecrically conductive granular media [52]. Ther-
mal modeling has also been combined with CFD and DEM to simulate pebble flow beds in
a nuclear reactor core [41]. Additionally, the finite element method (FEM) has also been
coupled with DEM to simulate the effect of shifting granular media under rigid structures
[1]. DEM has been shown to be very versatile across many physical disciplines.
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2.4.2 ERDC Serial DEM Code
The DEM program developed at the ERDC [50] calculates particle movement and force
interaction through an iterative, cyclic numerical mode. The programming code for the
model was written using the FORTRAN 95 compiler format [25]. As with all numerical
methods, the initial state of the system is read by the program. Particles are defined by
their positions and sizes, which leads to the calculation of penetration depth when particle
centers are close enough to each other. Before calculation of the forces, the particles are
separated into virtual bins to ease the computational workload to determine which particles
could potentially be in contact with each other. This culls out distant particles that would
have no direct influence on each other. A contact detection algorithm then determines the
exact number of particles that are in contact with each other as well as boundary objects.
The program computes penetration depths and normal vectors of known contacts to calcu-
late the contact force for each particle. Resultant forces of particles with multiple contacts
are compiled to properly displace the particle to begin the next timestep. Using the velocity
Verlet algorithm, forces and moments are decomposed into accelerations and further into























where m and Im are the particle mass and moment of inertia, respectively, ag is the accel-
eration due to gravity, f ci and m
c
i are the forces and moments applied at contact, and Nc is
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the number of contacts on a given particle. These new state values are then reported for the




A main code structure linked many subroutines together in a serial manner that read
the input, performed calculations, and wrote output for further analysis. While some sub-
routines remained unaltered, I will later dicuss key subroutines that had to be modified to
solve problems of contact interaction and contact force laws to allow the phage model code
to properly capture the supramolecular behavior. The following subsections highlight the
major subroutines and algorithms used by ERDC’s DEM code.
2.4.2.1 Critical Time Step
Systematic instability can occur when particles move too far in a given time step and
cause the energy of the system to subsequently increase inaccurately. Stability can be
improved keeping the time step well below a critical time step calculated based on the






As a general rule, the DEM program selects a time step of 0.1∆tc to ensure the best
stability for the translational and rotational movement of particles. A smaller time step,
however, creates a need to run more cycles of the program which increases, in some cases
greatly, the computational time required to complete a simulation.
2.4.2.2 Nearest-neighbor Search
Since particle size distribution is often an important characteristic of granular media,
DEM analyses often focus on this aspect of engineered materials. To create a program that
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allows a solution to be reached in a practical amount of time, a nearest-neighbor search
algorithm was implemented to limit spatial comparisons between particles. The algorithm
employs a cell based grid in which each particle is assigned to a cell, or multiple cells,
based on its location. Additionally, a “bounding box” scheme was implemented where
particles occupy all the cells in which any part of their geometry appears. Possible con-
tacts are only searched within the created bounding box as shown in Figure 2.4 [58]. Cell
size can thus be based on the size of the smallest particles which greatly improves compu-
tational performance over all-against-all searches, as well as other cell-based searches that
are limited by size ranges.
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Figure 2.4
DEM bounding box neighbor search.
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2.4.2.3 Contact Detection
ERDC’s DEM code typically deals with spherical particles for simplicity. Since parti-
cles in DEM are dealt with in a pairwise manner, the radii of two neighboring spheres, RA
and RB, can be compared with the distance between the centers, d, to determine if contact
exists. If the comparison satisfies
d < RA +RB, (2.4)
then overlap occurred, and the spheres are considered in contact.
2.4.2.4 Constitutive Force Laws
For particles that are in physical contact, further computations are performed to deter-
mine the components of force and moment vectors on the particle pair. For cohesionless
materials, the normal component of the contact force, fn, is computed as,
fn = Kn∆n (2.5)
where Kn is the normal spring stiffness constant, and ∆n is the normal component of
the contact overlap. Since shearing creates both a translational and rotational motion, the
computations are broken down into f si and m
c
i . The shearing force is computed as,
f si = K
s∆si (2.6)
where Ks is the shear component of the spring stiffness constant, and ∆si is the shear




where Km is the rolling resistance constant with ∆ωci as,
∆ωci = ∆t(ω
A
i − ωBi )
to calculate the relative difference in rotations for a contacting pair of particles. Once the
forces and moments have been calculated for the system of particles, each particle has all
the contact interactions acting on it summed to a single resultant force and moment.
2.4.2.5 Motion Integration
The DEM code implements the velocity Verlet algorithm to numerically integrate the
equations of motion. To update particle positions, the algorithm first uses the velocities
and accelerations from the previous time step. With n+ 1 as the current time step and n as
the previous, the linear position is updated as:
rn+1 = rn + ∆tvn +
1
2
∆t2[an + ag] (2.8)
The updated velocities are then found using the average of the acceleration from the pre-
vious time step and the acceleration from the current time step. Accelerations are simply
computed as the force divided by the mass of the respective particle. The linear velocity is
updated as:
vn+1 = vn +
1
2
∆t[an + an+1] + ∆tag (2.9)
Similarly, the equations of rotational motion are used to update the angular positions
and velocities for the particles. The angle of rotation is found using the angular velocities
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and accelerations from the previous time step, but θn does not appear since rotation is
expressed in the body frame. Rotation angle is updated as:




Angular velocities are updated using the same formulation as the linear velocities by av-
eraging the angular acceleration from the previous time step with the current time step.
Conversely, the current angular acceleration for a particle is found using the moment mul-
tiplied by the inverse of the respective moment of inertia tensor. The angular velocity can
be found with:
ωn+1 = ωn +
1
2
∆t[αn + αn+1] (2.11)
After a cycle of the DEM code has completed, all the particle information is saved for
the next iteration of the loop. Data can be regularly saved out of the program for further




This work was part of a multi-lab problem on a larger project to study phage at the
molecular level and see how different conditions affect the hierarchical self-assembly into
phage films. Here, we use force field interactions from MD simulations of phage by Warner
et. al. [59] of the ERDC’s Environmental Laboratory (EL) to parameterize the DEM model
of phage. For the MD calculations, a 3D atomic model of the wild type M13 bacteriophage
was constructed for the MD calculations. From the wild type crystal structure and ab initio
calculations, mutant types of the phage such as 4E and CLP8, were developed. Energy
potential and force curves were obtained for each phage type to examine the repulsive and
attractive nature of the particles based on separation distance and rotations from head-to-
head and head-to-tail orientation.
3.1 Model preparation
To prepare the phage model, the EL MD team obtained a representative structure from
the Protein Data Bank [4] to determine the coordinates of particles forming the major coat
protein (PVIII), the main body structure as shown in Figure 3.1 [13], for the M13 phage.
Additional atoms were inserted to complete the structure for the wild type phage with the
AmberTools program [8]. The stability of the protonation was ensured using Schrödinger
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suite with a neutral pH of 7. Instead of creating the entire 880nm long phage strand, a




From the base wild-type protein structure, the mutant types of phage were created. A
genetically engineered version of the M13 phage expresses four glutamate which is where
the 4E name comes from. Another recently identified peptide that bonds more willingly
with hydroxyapatite crystals termed as CLP8 [35]. To give each phage type its distinctive
properties, they inserted the engineered peptide residue between the first and fifth amino
acids of the base wild type phage pVIII major protein coat sequence. The Prime software
from the Schrödinger suite completed the homology modeling.
3.2 MD simulations and results
The MD simulations were run, by the MD modeling team at the ERDC, to generate
data on which to create a contact law to model the interacting forces between phage that
would capture both attractive and repulsive forces. The MD simulations on each phage
type using the AMBER FF12SB force field [8]. Helmholtz’s free energies were computed
for each simulation. Additionally, electrostatic potential energy was computed using the
Adaptive Poisson-Boltzmann software [28].
To create the force or energy potential per distance curves, MD simulations of 500ps
(250, 000steps) were run per constraint point. The free energy of the system was recorded
for each constraint distance starting at 5nm center-to-center separation between two like
phage types as shown in Figure 3.2 [59]. Subsequent simulations were run by moving
the constrained separation distance out to 35nm with a step of 0.5nm. This process was




Top-down view of MD phage pairs with initial 5 nm separation distance.
The EL MD team then captured energy and force results from each simulation for
the phage aligned in head-to-tail and head-to-head orientation. These values were charted
from 5nm to 35nm in 0.5nm increments as shown in Figure 3.3 [59]. Wild type phage and
4E were similar in both head-to-tail and head-to-head configurations, whereas the CLP8
showed a distinctly different head-to-head configuration plot.
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Figure 3.3
MD result plots for linear displacement of phage pairs for change in (a) energy in
head-to-tail orientation, (b) force in head-to-tail orientation, (c) energy in head-to-head
orientation, and (d) force in head-to-head orientation. Black squares = Wild Type. Blue
triangles = 4E. Red circles = CLP8.
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Since the wild type and 4E phage together showed markedly differing force curves
in head-to-tail orientation and head-to-head orientation, the EL team performed further
MD simulations to determine a force per rotation angle curve. Similar to the process for
determining the force per separation distance, the backbones of the phage were constrained
with a center-to-center distance of 10nm. While one phage remained fixed, the other phage
was simulated at different rotations like a wheel spoke rotated about a central axis. MD
simulations were run in 10◦ increments from 0◦ to 350◦. Energy plots in polar coordinates
shown in Figure 3.4 [59] issustrate one local minimum for wild type and 4E phage at
180◦ while the CLP8 phage displayed two local minima at 90◦ and 270◦ while remaining
relatively similar in the energy potential values for the full rotation.
Figure 3.4
MD result polar plots for change in energy per angular displacement of phage pairs.
Black squares = Wild Type. Blue triangles = 4E. Red circles = CLP8.
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Converting from polar coordinates to cartesian and including the CLP8 with the wild
type and the 4E as shown in Figure 3.5 allowed for a clearer view of how the three phage
types relate to each other with respect to potential energy.
Figure 3.5
MD result plots for change in energy per angular displacement of phage pairs. Black
squares = Wild Type. Blue triangles = 4E. Red circles = CLP8.
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The ERDC’s MD+DEM team at the Geotechnical and Structures Lab (GSL) used the
energies to parameterize the Lennard-Jones interatomic potential. The Lennard-Jones po-
tential was selected because it includes both the attractive and repulsive terms with respect
to particle radius between objects. As previously discussed, the DEM code uses radii to
determine when particles are in contact. Therefore, after the GSL MD+DEM team param-
eterized the Lennard-Jones potential for each phage type, I then implemented the formulas
as the particle-contact detection algorithm in DEM. The details of Lennard-Jones contact




Starting with a DEM code that simulated granular media as spherical particles, key
algorithms and subroutines were enhanced so that the molecular interactions of the phage
strands could be modeled properly in terms of attractive, repulsive, and electrostatic con-
tributions. This chapter reviews the modifications to the ERDC DEM code to allow it to
effectively capture the behavior of the phage strand assembly and bundling.
4.1 DEM Model Setup
For the phage simulations, cylindrical particles were used due the high aspect ratio of
the phage. An easily definable central axis and end face points made for efficient calcula-
tion of the distance vectors for the Hooke’s law equations. Each cylinder is described by




Description of discrete cylinder: center point (red X), axis length, radius, face points (blue
Xs), and half axis (orange arrow).
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Because the phage DEM simulation used cylinders instead of spheres, additional con-
tact detection scenarios were added to correctly capture all possible interactions such as
face-to-face, edge-to-edge, face-to-edge, and oblique overlapping edge-to-edge. Examples
of such interactions are shown in Figure 4.2. In the case where cylinder A is contacting
cylinder B at an oblique angle, the program computes the distance from each end point of
one cylinder to the axis line of the other cylinder. The shortest distance is recorded along
with the cylinder face used, the target cylinders end points, the point of contact, the normal
vector from the target cylinder at the contact point, the radius of each cylinder(recording
whether it is the contacting or target cylinder), and the axis vector of the contacting cylin-







The cosine of the complement to the angle is then used to find an effective radius to take
into account the edge of the cylinder end plate. To ensure the contact point is actually on
the face of the target cylinder, an algorithm is used to determine whether the contact point
lies within two endpoints of a line. In the case where the cylinders are approaching near
parallel and offset longitudinally, the shortest distance point may not be in line segment of
the target cylinder. If the original shortest distance point reports the contact point outside
the element, then the second shortest distance point is checked. If the second distance point
still reports outside, the largest distance point is tested. The shortest distance that reports







the cylinder radius times the cosine of the angle from the radial vector of the cylinder to
the contact normal vector, from the contacting cylinder combined with the radius of the
target cylinder. If the distance is less than the radii,
d < RA +RB,
then contact exists. The penetration distance and contact point vectors are then recorded
for the contact pair. A case may also exist where the cylinders stack directly on top of each
other, i.e. face-to-face. The angle between the axis vectors of each cylinder is compared to
the vector connecting the centers of the cylinders. If the angle comes out to zero, 180◦, or
−180◦, the cylinders are stacked on the end plates. The penetration vector then becomes
just the sum of the half axes less the distance between the center points of the cylinders
V pen = 0.5(AxV ecA + AxV ecB)− (XA +XB).
When this value is greater than zero, the normal vector points from the center of cylinder
two to cylinder one.
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Figure 4.2
Possible contacts between discrete cylinders with the point of contact and contact normal
vector (blue arrow). (a) Face-to-Face. (b) Edge-to-Edge. (c) Face-to-Edge. (d) Oblique
Overlapping Edge-to-Edge.
4.2 Individual Cylinder Verification
Verification experiments were run for the individual cylinders to ensure contacts be-
haved properly and motions were depicted realistically. By dropping cylinders from a
constant height, the response of contact with the floor determined if the proper algorithm
behavior was taking place. Initial rotations were also applied to the cylinders to show that
correct moments and angular motions also were applied. The value for acceleration due to
gravity was set at 9.80m/s2 for the verification simulations in order to simplify the output
values and units to s for elapsed time, m for the displacements, and J for kinetic energy of
the particles.
Figure 4.3 shows a sequence of frames where cylinders were dropped from an initial
height and collided with either the floor or another cylinder where kinetic energy dimin-
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ished until the cylinders came to rest. The collisions between cylinders follow the same
cases from 4.2 showing collision A between particles 1 and 2, B between 3 and 4, C be-
tween 5 and 6, and D between 7 and 8 from left to right, respectively with odd numbered
cylinders at higher altitudes and even numbered cylinders at lower altitudes. The positions
and kinetic energies of each cylinder were tracked and plotted in Figure 4.4. The final
position of each cylinder is offset by its center height from the floor with cylinders 1, 3,
and 5 resting on top of the other cylinder from their respective collision pairs. Each cylin-




Image sequence of individual cylinders colliding with the floor or other cylinders.
Collision A between particles 1 and 2, B between 3 and 4, C between 5 and 6, and D
between 7 and 8 from left to right, respectively with odd-numbered cylinders shaded in





































4.3 Interactions Between Connected Cylinders
With the original contact list building algorithm, any sphere that was part of a parent
cluster, or a group of particles that were grouped together and moved with rigid body mo-
tion, was not allowed to physically interact with other geometry in the same parent. Since
the phage show non-rigid behavior, the cylinders had to be linked together using logic that
controlled whether the cluster type was rigid or non-rigid. The logic was changed to ignore
contacts for only particles in the same chain that are adjacent to each other. Particle indices,
Ip, were assigned by looping through every particle in the system, NumParticles. Each
particle pair, PartA and PartB, was initially compared by just index numbers to deter-
mine whether finer calculations of relative position need to be calculated. This algorithm
can be viewed in Appendix A.
Once the geometry between the cylinders was known, the forces were calculated. New-
ton’s Second Law equation for damped harmonic oscillators was used,
f = kx+ bv
where f is force, k is the stiffness coefficient, x is the change in position, b is the damp-
ing coefficient, and v is the relative velocity. One spring controls the distance between
the nearest faces of the two cylinders, another controls the angle between the axes of the
two cylinders, and one controls the twist angle between the two cylinders as illustrated in
Figure 4.5. Critical damping coefficients are calculated using the mass of the first cylinder
(moment of inertia of the first cylinder for the rotational spring) and the respective spring
constants. The relative velocity of the cylinder faces and the change in relative angle per
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time-step are used for the velocity (damping) terms of the linear and rotational spring
forces, respectively. These forces are then added to any contact forces already existing




Springs between connected cylinders.
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As shown in Figure 4.6, vectors based on the geometry of the cylinders and relation-
ships between them allowed for displacements and angles to be computed. Forces and
moments were then calculated using these displacement and angular vectors. The linear
force between the ends of the connected cylinders was computed using Equation (4.1),
where kstiff is the linear stiffness coefficient, ∆XCapAB is the displacement between the
end caps, bcrit is the critical damping coefficient, and v is the instantaneous relative velocity
between the two cylinders.
Flinear = kstiff∆XCapAB + 1.5bcritv (4.1)
The bending moment that works to align the major axes of the cylinders was computed
using Equation (4.2), where kbend is the angular stiffness coefficient for bending, |θbend|
is the magnitude of the angle, θ̂bend is the direction vector, bbendcrit is the critical damp-
ing coefficient, and ωbend is the instantaneous relative rotational velocity between the two
cylinders.
Mbend = kbend|θbend|θ̂bend + 1.5bbendcritωbend (4.2)
The torsional moment that works to align the minor axes of the cylinders was computed
using Equation (4.3), where ktorsion is the angular stiffness for torsion, |θtorsion| is the
magnitude of the angle, θ̂torsion is the direction vector, btorsioncrit is the critical damping
coefficient, and ωtorsion is the instantaneous relative rotational velocity between the two
cylinders.
Mtorsion = ktorsion|θtorsion|θ̂torsion + 1.5btorsioncritωtorsion (4.3)
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Figure 4.6
Diagram of the vectors used to calculate the forces and moments within the chain between
cylinder pairs.
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4.4 Cylinder Chain Verification
As with the individual cylinders, verification experiments were run to ensure the model
performed realistically when the cylinders were connected by springs. Dropping the chains
from a constant height again proved that contacts between the cylinders and the ground
behaved properly, and the springs connecting the cylinders correctly altered the motions
of the adjacent cylinders. Similar to single cylinder verification simulations, the value for
acceleration due to gravity was set at 9.80m/s2 for in order to simplify the output values
and units to s for elapsed time, m for the displacements, and J for kinetic energy of the
particles.
Figure 4.7 shows a sequence of frames where cylinder chains were dropped from an
initial height and collided with either the floor or another chain where kinetic energy di-
minished until the cylinders came to rest. The collisions between cylinders in the chains
are collision A between chains 1 and 2, B between 3 and 4, and C between 5 and 6 from
left to right, respectively with odd numbered chains at higher altitudes and even numbered
chains at lower altitudes. The average positions and kinetic energies of each chain based
on its cylinders were tracked and plotted in Figure 4.8. The final position of each chain is
offset by its center height from the floor with chains 1, 3, and 5 resting on top of the other
chain from their respective collision pairs. Each cylinder in the chains showed proper be-
havior and collision detection whether it collided with the floor or another cylinder and as
it was pushed or pulled by a connected cylinder in its chain.
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Figure 4.7
Image sequence of cylinder chains colliding with the floor or other chains. Collision A
between chains 1 and 2, B between 3 and 4, and C between 5 and 6 from left to right,
respectively with odd-numbered cylinders at higher altitudes and even-numbered





































DEM typically finds contact pairs of particles by first looping through the set of par-
ticles and comparing the distance of the centers with any particles with a higher index
number. If two particles were determined to be close enough to be in contact, the point of
contact, normal vector, and force are computed. For the phage DEM computations, a cutoff
distance was defined as the spherical radius from the center of the cylinders. The calculated
distance vector between any two cylinders within the cutoff distance was then input to the
Lennard-Jones equation to find the attractive or repulsive force between two cylinders. The


























where εij is the minimum energy value, ρ is the characteristic distance, and rij is the ac-
tual separation distance between the particles. In the Lennard-Jones formula, the distance
magnitude was used in the denominator to calculate the force, and the normalized vector
gave it a direction.
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4.6 Electrostatic Computation
Along with this Lennard-Jones potential energy, an electrostatic term is added in to
fully capture the interaction of like-poles repelling or opposite-poles attracting. The elec-










where qi and qj are the charge values of the paired particles, εo is the permittivity constant,
and rij is the separation distance between the particles.
To simulate the polar behavior of the phage bundles, a charge value was assigned to
each particle along the chain. This charge value ranged from−1.0 to 1.0 as a linear gradient
based on the number of particles in the chain as shown in Figure 4.9. This allowed for a
smooth transition from negative to positive charge at the center of the chain.
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Figure 4.9
Charge gradient along phage strands.
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4.7 Combined Lennard-Jones and Electrostatic Computation
To properly compute the energy and force values for DEM based on the findings from
the MD simulations, the Lennard-Jones formula and electrostatic equation had to be com-
bined. This allowed the same properties to be used for all configurations of a phage type













































Simulations were run independently and assigned to directories based on the phage type
simulated, e.g. 4E, Wild-type, and CLP8. Subdirectories were created for each simulation
to contain Inputs and Outputs with the Outputs directory containing a Data subdirectory.
Inputs contained the initial state files as well as intermittent state files that saved data
at a given time step. These state files contained the keywords and parameters from the
initial state files paired with the exact simulation time and time step duration to allow
the simulation to be restarted from an exact point in the middle of the simulation without
having the create a full initial state file again. Log files with information about each substep
were written to the Output directory. In the Data directory, restart files were written for
each major time step along with images from PoVRay[10] inputs.
5.2 Particle Generation
Chains of cylinders were created by a program that initialized any number of cylinders
in a rectangular grid with chains that could vary in overall length, radius, and angle be-
tween individual cylinders. The program first used input of radius and length of individual
cylinders to describe the geometry for each cylinder. Then, the number of cylinders in each
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chain determined the total length of the chains. A maximum angle was set as a bound to
have a random angle between cylinders created along the chain. The number of chains
to be created in the x-, y-, and z-directions were input. Finally, a separation factor was
set to determine the distance between chains in the x- and y-directions based on the input
radius for the individual cylinders. After these parameters were set, the program calculated
the position of the first cylinder in the first chain and recorded the data to a file that could
be directly read by the phage DEM program. Next, the second cylinder’s random angle
was calculated and used to assign an axis vector to find the center point for that cylinder.
Subsequent cylinders and chains were created based on the input parameters to provide a




Sequence for cylinder chain generation.
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5.3 Phage Model Geometry
For each simulation, two strands were created at a specific separation distance depend-
ing on whether the simulation would show attraction or repulsion. Cylinders were created
with a radius of 6.6nm and a length of 20nm to match the EL team’s MD based phage
model. Random angles between −0.5◦ and +0.5◦ were assigned to the particle rotations
as the cylinder chains were grown to give the strands a non-linear initial state. These pa-
rameters were inserted into the input file for each phage type and run through the DEM
program to determine results from the simulations.
5.4 DEM Input Parameters
Text files served as the input method for setting up simulations for the bacteriophage
synthesis process. Once the geometric properties of the cylinder chains were written by
the cylinder chain grow program, this information was paired with another input file the
defined the simulation properties such as total run duration, time step size, gravitational
constant, unit weight of water, and contact properties of the particles and walls. The DEM
simulations run with dimensionless parameters. Units were determined only as a function
of the gravitational constant and the unit weight of water. Since the known dimensions of
the phage strands are on the order of nanometers, gravity was set to 9.80E-9nm/ns2 to
achieve the proper units as descibed in Table 5.1. With this constant, time was incremented
in nanoseconds. Appropriately, the unit weight of water was set to 1.0E-11agm/nm3 to
follow the gravitational constant. Sample input parameter files for each phage type can be
found in Appendix B.
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Table 5.1
Units for phage DEM values.
mass = attograms (agm)
distance = nanometers (nm)
time = nanoseconds (ns)
velocity = nanometers / nanosecond
acceleration = nanometers / nanosecond2
energy = attogram-nanometer2 / nanosecond2
force = attogram-nanometer / nanosecond2
torque = attogram-nanometer2 / nanosecond2
temperature = Kelvin
pressure = attogram / (nanometer-nanosecond2)
dynamic viscosity = attogram / (nanometer-nanosecond)
charge = multiple of electron charge (1.0 is a proton)
dipole = charge-nanometer
electric field = volt / nanometer
density = attograms / nanometer3
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The parameters for the Lennard-Jones formula were computed from energy-distance
plots produced from MD simulations for the respective phage types. The Lennard-Jones
ρ and εij terms, as shown in Table 5.2, were converted to the proper units from the MD
output for compatibility in the DEM simulations. An electrostatic factor was set for the
phage types to allow the magnitudes of the curves from Lennard-Jones and the electrostatic
force to better complement each other at their respective distance of influence.
Table 5.2
DEM input values for phage types.
Phage Type 4E Wild CLP8
Cutoff Distance { nm } 35.0 35.0 35.0
Characteristic Distance ( ρ ) { nm } 6.2 6.7 6.2
Potential Well Depth ( εij ) { agmnm
2
ns2
} 1250.0 550.0 1.0
Attraction Factor 1 1 0
Electrostatic Factor 200 200 200
Normal Stiffness { agm
ns2
} 100000.0 100000.0 100000.0
Bending Stiffness { agm
ns2
} 5000.0 5000.0 5000.0
Torsion Stiffness { agm
ns2
} 500.0 500.0 500.0
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Data was not obtained for the normal-, bending-, or torsion- stiffness of the three phage
types, but parameters were set based on visual observations while testing the non-rigid
chains of cylinders. A high value was set for the normal stiffness to ensure very little
stretching or compression occurred axially between adjacent particles. A much lower value
was set for the bending to allow the chains to move in wave-like patterns as the phage
would. To keep the system of particles from spinning and creating excess energy, the
torsion stiffness was set to a moderate value. Each phage type had the same parameters for
the respective simulations to rule out the differences in intra-chain kinetics from affecting
the total system behavior.
The parameters of characteristic distance and potential well depth from Table 5.2 pro-
vided the necessary values to initialize the force curves to allow the proper behavior for




Force curves for phage types in (a) head-to-tail orientation and (b) head-to-head
orientation. Black squares = Wild Type. Blue triangles = 4E. Red circles = CLP8.
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To create a new phage simulation, the initial particle set was run for a very short amount
of time in order to produce a Restart file. Keywords in the input file allowed the program
to connect the cylinders and run long-range force subroutines to allow the particles to act
like phage strands. Also, the program read the full raw input file to create the first Restart.
The gravitational constant and other parameters were set to give the particles proper mass,
but the gravitational acceleration was turned off for the simulations to give the phage the
effect of floating in a solution. In addition to lack of gravity, a global damping factor was
set to reduce the amount of energy in the particle system each timestep in order to simulate
motion resistance within a fluid solution. These parameters remained common for each of
the three phage types modeled.
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CHAPTER 6
PHAGE DEM SIMULATION RESULTS
To show meaningful results on how the self-assembly process works for phage and
how each phage type reacts to other chains of the same type, multiple simulations were run
with two phage chains to show the detailed interaction for each phage type. The results
of the simulations with many phage chains show an overall view of how the phage behave
when modeled in between confining plane as would happen in a liquid crystalline phase
transition zone of the templating process.
The detailed results show how the energy potentials from the chemistry of the phage at-
tracts or repels a phage of the same type. Recorded parameters include separation distance,
Lennard-Jones potential energy, and the ratio of Electrostatic Energy to Lennard-Jones po-
tential. These parameters were plotted against simulation time and separation distance as
appropriate.
6.1 Post-simulation Computations
After the simulations of the three phage types were run, data were extracted from the
output files to show the behavior of each phage type. For each simulation, the position for
each particle at every major timestep was recorded. The positions of each particle in a chain
were used to compute the average distance between the two phage strands for each major
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timestep. As the phage strands moved during the simulation, the non-rigid model of the
strands was displayed as particles on one end of the strand move with a loose dependence of
particles at the other end of the strand. Damped spring systems between the linked particles
brought the individual strands into a linear orientation while strong forces perpendicular to
the strands caused bending initially followed by rigid body rotation of the strand. As phage
strands reached the separation distance where the attractive force became repulsive, they
would oscillate due to the lack of rigid boundary conditions pushing them together. These
oscillations were quickly damped out, however, by a velocity attenuation factor added
to the simulations to act as a viscous fluid. Based on the average separation distance,
the Lennard-Jones potential energy and the electrostatic contribution to the total energy
of the phage strands were calculated. These calculations were made during the normal
simulations of the phage for each individual particle to determine incremental kinematics,
but calculating the energies based on the average separation distance obtained from larger
time intervals gave an accurate description of the behavior with lower computational cost.
6.2 Simulation Results
To illustrate the effect of the Electrostatic energy versus the Lennard-Jones energy, the
ratio of the energy values were plotted against the separation distance and the elapsed sim-
ulation time. The plots show the difference between head-to-tail orientation and head-to-
head orientation for the 4E- and Wild-type phage while the CLP8-type remains unchanged
due to its apparent uniform electrostatic charge from pole to pole.
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The following sections show pairs of figures with the first figure illustrating the begin-
ning and end state of the DEM simulations for each respective phage type with enlarged
boxes showing detail of the position changes due to the attractive or repulsive forces in-
fluenced by the phage properties. Plots in the second figure show a) the potential energy
in kcal/mol versus separation distance in nanometers, b) the potential energy in kcal/mol
versus simulations in nanoseconds, c) the ratio of the electrostatic energy to the potential
energy on a logarithmic scale versus separation distance in nanometers, and d) the ratio
of electrostatic energy to potential energy on a logarithmic scale versus simulation time in
nanoseconds for each phage type.
6.2.1 Head-to-tail Orientation DEM Simulation Results
Simulations with the phage types in head-to-tail orientation were initialized as shown
in Figure 6.1. Blue shaded cylinders in Wild-type and 4E represent negatively charged
particles for the head, and red shaded cylinders represent positively charged particles for




Simulated phage at initial states for a) Wild-type phage, b) 4E-type phage, and c)
CLP8-type phage, all in head-to-tail orientation
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6.2.1.1 Wild-type: head-to-tail Results
Strands of Wild-type phage in head-to-tail orientation started at a separation distance
of greater than 30nm. Attractive forces pulled the two strands together to reach a constant
separation near 7nm. A final potential enery of approximately 240kcal/mol per bonded
phage particle showed a strong similarity to the MD simulations of the Wild-type phage.
The ratio of Electrostatic energy to Lennard-Jones energy decreased throughout the simu-
lation.
Figure 6.2


































































































6.2.1.2 4E-type: head-to-tail Results
Strands of 4E phage in the head-to-tail orientation started at a separation distance
greater than 30nm. Again, attractive forces pulled the two strands together to reach a
constant separation less than 7nm. A final potential enery of approximately 370kcal/mol
per bonded phage particle showed a strong similarity to the MD simulations of the 4E
phage. The ratio of Electrostatic energy to Lennard-Jones energy decreased throughout the
simulation.
Figure 6.4

































































































6.2.1.3 CLP8-type: head-to-tail Results
Strands of CLP8 phage in head-to-tail orientation started a separation distance near
10nm. Repulsive forces pushed the two phage strands apart past 30nm. The ratio of
Electrostatic energy to Lennard-Jones energy increased throughout the simulation
Figure 6.6



































































































6.2.2 Head-to-head Orientation DEM Simulation Results
Simulations with phage types in head-to-head orientation were initialized as shown in
Figure 6.8. The cylinders in Wild-type and 4E are shaded in the same fashion as the head-
to-tail simulations previously mentioned, except the like-charges are aligned adjacent to
each other. The CLP8 type phage changed orientation but the shading remained the same.
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Figure 6.8
Simulated phage at initial states for a) Wild-type phage, b) 4E-type phage, and c)
CLP8-type phage, all in head-to-head orientation
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6.2.2.1 Wild-type: head-to-head Results
Strands of Wild-type phage in the head-to-head orientation started a separation distance
near 10nm. Repulsive forces pushed the two phage strands apart past 30nm. The ratio of
Electrostatic energy to Lennard-Jones energy increased throughout the simulation.
Figure 6.9


































































































6.2.2.2 4E-type: head-to-head Results
Similarly, strands of phage in head-to-head orientation started at a separation distance
of below 10nm. Repulsive forces pushed the two phage strands apart past 30nm. The ratio
of Electrostatic energy to Lennard-Jones energy increased throughout the simulation.
Figure 6.11

































































































6.2.2.3 CLP8-type: head-to-head Results
As with the CLP8 phage in head-to-tail orientation, since no change in charge was
apparent, CLP8 in head-to-head orientation repelled from around 10nm to greater than
30nm. The ratio of Electrostatic energy to Lennard-Jones energy increased throughout the
simulation.
Figure 6.13






































































































MD simulations by the EL team were shown to capture the interactions of the phage
types for a subsection of the molecular structure. With the DEM simulations, the full struc-
ture was modeled to accurately capture the force interaction behaviour for each phage type
initiated from the MD force interaction parameters. While the total bonding energy does
not give the full description of the strength a film made of each phage type would display, a
qualitative assessment of the hierarchical nature of the wild-type phage and mutant phage,
such as 4E and CLP8, and their mechanisms can be made.
• The dominant interaction force that produces self-assembly was the electrostatic
force.
• The wild-type and 4E phage displayed characteristics of polar charges by attracting
in a head-to-tail orientation but repelling in a head-to-head orientation.
• The CLP8 phage behaved in a unique way compared to the other two phage types.
It’s major coat proteins gave it a predominantly positive charge along the structure
which caused the CLP8 phage to repel in either orientation.
7.1 Future Work
To fully understand the mechanisms behind the self-assembly, the DEM code needs to
be fully coupled with a CFD code. Modeling the fluid interaction with the phage particles
will allow the different hierarchical assemblies to form. As Yang et. al mentioned, the
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difference between the phage bundles organizing into twists, ribbons, or nanofilaments on
supramolecular films occurs from meniscus forces created by the nanoscopic ridges and
valleys between the phage bundles [63].
A parallelized and optimized version of the DEM code will need to be developed to
make synthesis of self-assembling materials possible. Along with the coupled CFD code,
simulations utilizing many thousands of particles and fluid forces will drive the develop-
ment of new materials.
Once simulations creating synthetic films is accomplished, DEM tools can be used to
conduct simulated experiments on the mineralized versions of the nanomaterials. Nanoin-
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APPENDIX A






INTEGER :: I, J, Ip,Ic




REAL (KIND=8) :: Xrev(3) ! Defines REV for data extraction.
REAL (KIND=8) :: REVSize
REAL (KIND=8) :: PInt
REAL (KIND=8) :: SmallestMass
REAL (KIND=8) :: SmallestI
REAL (KIND=8) :: CriticalTime1
REAL (KIND=8) :: CriticalTime2
REAL (KIND=8) :: Duration
REAL (KIND=8) :: TimeStep
REAL (KIND=8) :: SystemMass
CHARACTER(LEN=4) :: KeyWord = ’xxxx’
REAL (KIND=8) :: zero

























NameLen = NameLen - 4







! Read Initial Problem State
! Read the first line, the first four characters are the keyword
! (via EQUIVALENCE statement)
CALL GetCharacterLine(KeyWord, SimFile )
New = 1
Old = 2
IF (KeyWord .EQ. ’PLYE’) THEN
PolyEllipses = .TRUE.
READ(SimFile,*) AlphaTol,Pelpse,r2frac
CALL GetCharacterLine(KeyWord, SimFile )
END IF






CALL GetCharacterLine(KeyWord, SimFile )
END IF
IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’PHGE’) THEN ! Phage Force Calculations.
PolyEllipses = .TRUE.
Phage = .True.









CALL GetCharacterLine(KeyWord, SimFile )
END IF
IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’CLMP’) THEN
READ(SimFile,*) NumClampedParts






CALL GetCharacterLine(KeyWord, SimFile )
END IF
IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’PULL’) THEN
READ(SimFile,*) NumPulledParts








CALL GetCharacterLine(KeyWord, SimFile )
END IF
IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’RNEW’) THEN ! Read New Input Data
CALL Read_New_Input(SimFile,Duration, TimeStep, AllKWProcessed)
IF(MObjects .GT. 0) CALL MembraneNodeMasses()
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’RGEN’) THEN ! Generate Particles
CALL Generate_Input(SimFile, Duration, TimeStep, AllKWProcessed)
IF(MObjects .GT. 0) CALL MembraneNodeMasses()
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’RGRW’) THEN ! Generate Particles using grow algorithm
GrowParticles = .TRUE.
CALL Generate_Input(SimFile, Duration, TimeStep, AllKWProcessed)
IF(MObjects .GT. 0) CALL MembraneNodeMasses()
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’RGRH’) THEN ! Generate Particles using grow algorithm
GrowParticles = .TRUE.
Heterogeneous = .TRUE.
CALL Generate_Input(SimFile, Duration, TimeStep, AllKWProcessed)
IF(MObjects .GT. 0) CALL MembraneNodeMasses()
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’RSTR’) THEN ! Read Restart Data
CALL Read_Restart_Input(SimFile, Duration, TimeStep, AllKWProcessed)
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’RSCL’) THEN !Read Restart Data and zero velocities
CALL Read_Restart_Input(SimFile, Duration, TimeStep, AllKWProcessed)
ClearVels = .TRUE.
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’EXTR’) THEN











ELSE IF(Keyword .EQ. ’RCYL’) THEN ! generating cylinder
CylTrim = .TRUE.
READ(SimFile,*) xcyl,ycyl,zcyl,Rcyl
CALL Generate_Input(SimFile, Duration, TimeStep, AllKWProcessed)
! Build lumped masses for node to membrane elements.










! open and close kinetic and phibin ALL files (contains all data from
































DO Ic = 1, NumClusters




IF (PolyData(Ic)%FEIndex .EQ. 0) THEN
DO Ip = CIndex(Ic), CIndex(Ic)+Particles(Ic)-1
PartType = PData(Ip)%MatNum
! find particle masses. the mass of very small particles will
! be increased to avoid very small critical time steps unless
! the feature is explicitly turned off.
IF(GrowParticles) THEN
IF(AuxData(Ip)%Class .EQ. Sphere) THEN
rad_ratio = DR_Grow(Ip)/BiggestRadius
IF(Masschange .AND. (rad_ratio .LT. 0.05)) THEN
Pdata(Ip)%Mass = (1./rad_ratio)**3*PDensity(PartType) * &
FourThirds * Pi * DR_Grow(Ip)**3
ELSE
PData(Ip)%Mass = PDensity(PartType) * FourThirds * Pi * &
DR_Grow(Ip)**3
END IF
Rmax = MAX(Rmax, DR_Grow(Ip) )
Rmin = MIN(Rmin , DR_Grow(Ip))
ELSE IF(AuxData(Ip)%Class .EQ. Pebble) THEN
rad_ratio = MINVAL(DRAxis(Ip,:,:))/BiggestRadius
CALL Pebble_Mass(Ip)







IF (AuxData(Ip)%Class .EQ. Sphere) THEN
rad_ratio = PData(Ip)%R/BiggestRadius
IF (Masschange .AND. (rad_ratio .LT. 0.05)) THEN
PData(Ip)%Mass = (1./rad_ratio)**3*PDensity(PartType) * &
FourThirds * Pi * PData(Ip)%R**3
ELSE




Rmax = MAX(Rmax, PData(Ip)%R )
Rmin = MIN(Rmin, PData(Ip)%R )
ELSE IF (AuxData(Ip)%Class .EQ. Pebble) THEN
rad_ratio = MINVAL(PShapes(Ip)%Axes)/BiggestRadius
CALL Pebble_Mass(Ip)

















WRITE(*,*)’I do not know what this is!!!!!!’,Ip
END IF
END IF
SystemMass = SystemMass + PData(Ip)%Mass
SmallestMass = MIN(SmallestMass, PData(Ip)%Mass)
PInt = PData(Ip)%Mass * TwoFifts * Rmin**2
SmallestI = MIN(SmallestI, PInt)
IF(ClearVels) PData(Ip)%V = 0.0
IF(ClearVels) PData(Ip)%Omega = 0.0
! Add individual particle masses and positions to calculate mass
! and zero-order moment of parent clusters
ClData(PData(Ip)%UniqueID)%Mass = ClData(PData(Ip)%UniqueID)%Mass &
+ PData(Ip)%Mass
IF(Particles(PData(Ip)%UniqueID) .EQ. 1) THEN
ClData(PData(Ip)%UniqueID)%X = PData(Ip)%X
ELSE










Rmax = MAX(Rmax, PData(Ip)%R )
Rmin = MIN(Rmin, PData(Ip)%R )
END IF
END DO
DO Ic =1, NumClusters
IF(PolyData(Ic)%FEIndex .EQ. 0) THEN






WRITE(115,*) ’LJ Force File’ ! PhageForce
WRITE(115,*) ’particle timestep LJForceX,LJForceY,LJForceZ’
WRITE(116,*) ’ES Force File’ ! PhageForce
WRITE(116,*) ’particle timestep ESForceX,ESForceY,ESForceZ’
CriticalTime1 = 2.0 * SQRT(SmallestMass/StiffestSpring)
CriticalTime2 = SQRT(SmallestI/StiffestSpring)
CriticalTime = MIN(CriticalTime1, CriticalTime2)
! Initialize Output File
! Initialize contact list parameters. If not a restart, assume no
! contacts exist.







22 FORMAT(’* T = ’,G16.6,’ : Step # ’,I6,’ of ’,I6,’ Steps.’ )
23 FORMAT(’ Completed Step # ’,I5,’ of ’,I5,’ Steps ’, I7,’ Contacts’)
24 FORMAT(I6,2x, f10.3)


















IF(TimeStep .GT. 0.0) THEN
CALL StepThruTime(Duration, TimeStep, NAME, NameLen)
END IF
CALL ProcessKeywords(SimFile, Duration, TimeStep, AllKWProcessed)
END DO












TYPE Particle ! PData(..)%
REAL (KIND=8) :: R ! Radius of particle
REAL (KIND=8) :: X(3) ! Coordinate of center
REAL (KIND=8) :: Xold(3) ! Coordinate of center as of last timestep
REAL (KIND=8) :: V(3) ! Velocity of center
REAL (KIND=8) :: Omega(3) ! Rotational about center
REAL (KIND=8) :: Theta(3) ! Total rotation
REAL (KIND=8) :: Mass ! Mass of the individual particle
REAL (KIND=8) :: F(3) ! Net Force.
REAL (KIND=8) :: M(3) ! Net Moment
REAL (KIND=8) :: M_old(3) ! Stores Moments from last step
REAL (KIND=8) :: F_old(3) ! Stores forces from last step
REAL (KIND=8) :: LJPotEnrg ! LJ Potential Energy for particles
REAL (KIND=8) :: ESEnrg ! Electrostatic Energy for particles
REAL (KIND=8) :: TotalPtnlEnrg ! Combined Energy for particles
TYPE (Quaternion) :: q
INTEGER :: NUMBER ! Global Particle Number
INTEGER :: UniqueID ! Cluster to which particle belongs
INTEGER :: MatNum ! ID of material partice is composed of
LOGICAL :: Clamped = .FALSE. ! Particle held at initial position
LOGICAL :: Pulled = .FALSE. ! Particle pulled with force or velocity
CHARACTER*1 :: TypePull ! Pull with F or V
REAL*8 :: StrengthPull(3) ! Vector for pulling particle
REAL*8 :: Polarity ! Strength of polarity for particle
END TYPE Particle
TYPE Cluster ! ClData(..)%
INTEGER :: PebbleType ! Index to surface shape parameter
REAL (KIND=8) :: R(3,3) ! rotation matrix
REAL (KIND=8) :: Jm(3,3) ! Cluster moment of inertia
REAL (KIND=8) :: X(3) ! Coordinate of center
REAL (KIND=8) :: Mass ! Total mass of the cluster
REAL (KIND=8) :: V(3) ! Velocity of center
REAL (KIND=8) :: Omega(3) ! Rotational rate about center
REAL (KIND=8) :: F(3) ! Net Force.
REAL (KIND=8) :: M(3) ! Net Moment
REAL (KIND=8) :: M_old(3) ! Stores Moments from last step
REAL (KIND=8) :: F_old(3) ! Stores forces from last step
END TYPE Cluster
TYPE Contact ! CData(..,..)%
INTEGER :: A ! Particle A
INTEGER :: B ! Particle B (A>B)
INTEGER :: ClassA ! Class of particle A
INTEGER :: ClassB ! Class of particle B
! REAL (KIND=8) :: Dist ! Distance between particles
REAL (KIND=8) :: Nvec(3) ! Contact normal
REAL (KIND=8) :: X(3) ! Coordinate of contact
REAL (KIND=8) :: CurrentPen ! Penetration of particle surfaces
REAL (KIND=8) :: DeltaN ! Previous normal closure
REAL (KIND=8) :: F(3) ! Contact force as seen from A
REAL (KIND=8) :: M(3) ! Contact moment as seen from A
LOGICAL :: BondExists
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CHARACTER (LEN=2) :: ContactCase
END TYPE Contact
TYPE Neighbor ! Nlist(..,..)%
INTEGER :: A ! Particle A
INTEGER :: B ! Particle B (A>B)
INTEGER :: ClassA ! Class of particle A
INTEGER :: ClassB ! Class of particle B
REAL (KIND=8) :: P1xi(3),P2xi(3) ! Gradient vectors used to determine
! point of contact between ellipsoids
CHARACTER (LEN=2) :: ContactCase
END TYPE Neighbor
TYPE CylPart ! CylData(..)%
! Parameters that define the shape of a cyclindrical particle
REAL (KIND=8) :: Volume ! Volume of cylinder
REAL (KIND=8) :: I(3,3) ! Moment of Inertia of cylinder in body frame
! (cylinder axis along z-axis)
REAL (KIND=8) :: Axis(3) ! Actual vector defining axis of cylinder
! in body frame (of polygon, or of single cyl)
REAL (KIND=8) :: R ! Radius of cylinder
REAL (KIND=8) :: MTheta_old(3) ! Stores Relative Angle from last step
REAL (KIND=8) :: DFace21_old(3) ! Stores Relative Face Distance from
! last step
REAL (KIND=8) :: DKThetaMag_old ! Stores Relative Torsional Angle from
! last step
END TYPE CylPart
TYPE ContactMaterial ! Material Type
INTEGER :: Num
REAL (KIND=8) :: Kn ! Normal spring stiffness
REAL (KIND=8) :: ERes ! Inverse of coefficient of restitution
REAL (KIND=8) :: Ks ! Shear spring stiffness
REAL (KIND=8) :: KmRolling ! Rolling stiffness
REAL (KIND=8) :: KmTorsion ! Torsional stiffness
REAL (KIND=8) :: FTan ! Coulomb sliding friction coeficient
REAL (KIND=8) :: MTan ! Coulomb rolling coefficient
REAL (KIND=8) :: BondNormalStiffness ! Normal stiffness of bond material
REAL (KIND=8) :: BondShearStiffness ! Shear stiffness of bond material
REAL (KIND=8) :: BondTensileStrength ! Tensile strength of bond material
REAL (KIND=8) :: BondShearStrength ! Shear strength of bond material
END TYPE ContactMaterial
! Other defaults
LOGICAL :: GravityOn = .True. ! default to true
LOGICAL :: Rigid = .TRUE. ! Default clusters calcs to rigid body
LOGICAL :: Phage = .False. ! Default phage calcs off
REAL*8 :: CutOffDist ! Cut Off Distance for Phage Force Calculations
REAL*4 :: LJSigma ! Sigma term in LJ formula
REAL*4 :: LJEpsilon ! Epsilon term in LJ formula
REAL*4 :: AttrFac ! Attraction Factor, 0 if no attraction, 1 if attraction
REAL*8 :: Kstiff ! phage linear spring stiffness
REAL*8 :: Kbending ! phage bending spring stiffness
REAL*8 :: Ktorsion ! phage torsional spring stiffness
INTEGER :: PhagePairs
REAL*8 :: LJPotEnrgTotal ! phage total potential energy
REAL*8 :: AvgLJPE1,AvgLJPE2 ! average PE based on numparticles & phagepairs
LOGICAL :: GlobalDamping = .FALSE.
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LOGICAL :: ReversePolarity = .TRUE.
REAL*8 :: KeeQ2 = 230.976 ! Ke*eQ**2 in agm*nmˆ3/nsˆ2
REAL*8 :: ESFac ! Factor for electrostatic force
END MODULE GlobalDefs
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LOGICAL :: AllKWProcessed ! Flag to note if all data has been read
LOGICAL :: AllKWThisStep ! Flag to note if all data has been read
! for this step
LOGICAL :: ISTOP ! Flag to note if error in data encountered
CHARACTER (LEN=80) :: Comment ! Dummy character data with leading
! blanks removed
CHARACTER (LEN=80) :: CommentLine ! Dummy character data as read from line
CHARACTER (LEN=1) :: Tokens(80) ! Byte-size pieces for parsing
CHARACTER (LEN=75) :: NumData ! Character buffer for numeric input
CHARACTER (LEN=4) :: KeyWord ! Dummy keyword variable
CHARACTER*130 :: filenameprobe,ProbeName
EQUIVALENCE (Comment, Tokens) ! Data can either be processed as
! array or single character.
EQUIVALENCE (Tokens(1), Keyword) ! The keyword is the first four bytes.
EQUIVALENCE (Tokens(5),Numdata) ! The remainder of the line can be






REAL (KIND=8) :: TimeStep ! Size of step for simulation
! (Duration = Nsteps * TimeStep)
REAL (KIND=8) :: Duration ! Duration of simulation step
REAL (KIND=8) :: V(3) ! Velocity
REAL (KIND=8) :: Force ! Applied force
REAL (KIND=8) :: Pressure ! Pressure applied to a membrane
! Data that can be used to check for incompatible keywords that
! indicates errors in the script file.
! Data name Data Item Description
! --------- --------- -----------
INTEGER :: TIME ! Start an analysis step
INTEGER :: ENDF ! End of all data. Close out problem.
INTEGER :: OBJV ! Set object velocity
INTEGER :: OBJE ! Change the existance of an object
INTEGER :: OBJF ! Sets an object free to move in accordace with force
INTEGER :: OBJG
INTEGER :: MEMF ! Fix all nodes on a membrane.
INTEGER :: MEMP ! Apply pressure to a membrane













! KeyWord processing loop
AllKWThisStep = .False.
DO WHILE(.NOT. AllKWThisStep)
! Read the line, the first four characters are the keyword
! (via EQUIVALENCE statement)
CALL ReadTheLine(CommentLine, FileNumber, LogFile )
Comment = ADJUSTL(CommentLine)
! Prepare keyword for additional parsing. Convert tokens beyond KeyWord
! to upper case
DO i=5,80
IF(IACHAR( Tokens(i) ) .GT. 96 ) Tokens(i) = CHAR(IACHAR( Tokens(i) ) &
- 32 )
END DO
IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’TIME’) THEN
READ(UNIT=NumData,FMT=*) Duration, TimeStep
! Start time step sequence.
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’SERL’) THEN
RunSerial = .TRUE.
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’MASS’) THEN
! do NOT adjust masses of extremely small particles in order
! to increase critical time step
Masschange = .FALSE.
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’CLST’) THEN
! create clusters of particles
Clusters = .TRUE.
ELSE IF (KeyWord .EQ. ’THTA’) THEN
! Turn on features for tracking orientation of contact normals
Thetatrack = .TRUE.
obdims = 2
ELSE IF (KeyWord .EQ. ’CNSC’) THEN
! Tells the program that current simulation is part of a set
! of consecutive runs
Consecutive = .TRUE.
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’OBJV’) THEN
READ(UNIT=NumData,FMT=*) ObjectNum, V(1:3)
! Assign the velocity
PObject(ObjectNum)%V(1:3) = V(1:3)
! Set object to fixed
PObject(ObjectNum)%Free(1:6) = .FALSE.
! Setting the object velocity makes it exist
PObject(ObjectNum)%Exists = 0
DataItem(OBJV) = .True.
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’CBOX’) THEN
READ(UNIT=NumData,FMT=*) obdims,obaxis, obvel, obalpha(1:3)
CVolume = .TRUE.
DO I = 1,6
! set all objects to fixed
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PObject(I)%Free(1:6)= .FALSE.





ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’OBJF’) THEN
READ(UNIT=NumData,FMT=*) ObjectNum
! Set Object Free
PObject(ObjectNum)%Free(1:6) = .TRUE.
! Setting the object free makes it exist
PObject(ObjectNum)%Exists = 0
DataItem(OBJV) = .True.
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’OBJG’) THEN
READ(UNIT=NumData,FMT=*) ObjectNum, DoF, Force
! Set Object Free
PObject(ObjectNum)%Free(DoF) = .TRUE.
! Set applied force
PObject(ObjectNum)%F0(DoF) = Force
! Setting the object free makes it exist
PObject(ObjectNum)%Exists = 0
DataItem(OBJV) = .True.
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’OBJE’) THEN
READ(UNIT=NumData,FMT=*) ObjectNum
! Change existance state of an object
IF ( INDEX(comment, ’ON’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
PObject(ObjectNum)%Exists = 0
! Initialize the velocity
PObject(ObjectNum)%V(1:3) = 0.0
ELSE IF (INDEX(comment, ’OFF’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
PObject(ObjectNum)%Exists = 1




ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’OVMX’) THEN
READ(UNIT=NumData,FMT=*) ObjectTermVel
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’MEMF’) THEN
READ(UNIT=NumData,FMT=*) MembraneNum
! Fix or free a membrane.
IF ( INDEX(comment, ’FIX’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
Mobject(MembraneNum)%Fixed = .True.
ELSE IF (INDEX(comment, ’FRE’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
Mobject(MembraneNum)%Fixed = .False.
END IF




! Apply pressure to a membrane.
Mobject(MembraneNum)%Fixed = .False.
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’WPSN’) THEN
! Change write state for position data
IF ( INDEX(comment, ’ON’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! Begin writing contact data
WritePsn = .True.
ELSE IF ( INDEX(comment, ’OFF’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! Discontinue writing contacts
WritePsn = .False.
ELSE
! Make no assumptions.
ENDIF
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’WBND’) THEN
! Change write state for boundary data
IF ( INDEX(comment, ’ON’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! Begin writing bnd data
WriteBnd = .True.
ELSE IF ( INDEX(comment, ’OFF’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! Discontinue writing bnd
WriteBnd = .False.
ELSE
! Make no assumptions.
ENDIF
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’WCTS’) THEN
! Change write state for contact data
IF ( INDEX(comment, ’ON’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! Begin writing contact data
WriteContacts = .True.
ELSE IF ( INDEX(comment, ’OFF’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! Discontinue writing contacts
WriteContacts = .False.
ELSE
! Make no assumptions.
ENDIF
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’WSTR’) THEN
! Change write state for particle stress data (writes on all timesteps)
IF ( INDEX(comment, ’ON’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! Begin writing contact data
WriteStresses = .True.
ELSE IF ( INDEX(comment, ’OFF’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! Discontinue writing contacts
WriteStresses = .False.
ELSE
! Make no assumptions.
ENDIF
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’WSTL’) THEN
StressLast = .TRUE.
! Write stresses for last Time-step only
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’WMOM’) THEN
! Change write state for mag of contact moment data
IF ( INDEX(comment, ’ON’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! Begin writing contact moment data
WriteMom = .True.
ELSE IF ( INDEX(comment, ’OFF’ ) .NE. 0) THEN




! Make no assumptions.
ENDIF
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’WPTE’) THEN
! Change write state for contact data
IF ( INDEX(comment, ’ON’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! Begin writing contact data
WritePE = .True.
ELSE IF ( INDEX(comment, ’OFF’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! Discontinue writing contacts
WritePE = .False.
ELSE
! Make no assumptions.
ENDIF
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’WVEL’) THEN
! Change write state for velocity data
IF ( INDEX(comment, ’ON’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! Begin writing contact data
WriteVel = .True.
ELSE IF ( INDEX(comment, ’OFF’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! Discontinue writing contacts
WriteVel = .False.
ELSE
! Make no assumptions.
ENDIF
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’WKNE’) THEN
! Change write state for contact data
IF ( INDEX(comment, ’ON’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! Begin writing contact data
WriteKE = .True.
ELSE IF ( INDEX(comment, ’OFF’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! Discontinue writing contacts
WriteKE = .False.
ELSE
! Make no assumptions.
ENDIF
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’WROT’) THEN
! Change write state for contact data
IF ( INDEX(comment, ’ON’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! Begin writing contact data
WriteRotations = .True.
ELSE IF ( INDEX(comment, ’OFF’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! Discontinue writing contacts
WriteRotations = .False.
ELSE
! Make no assumptions.
ENDIF
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’WNOR’) THEN
! Change write state for contact normal data
IF ( INDEX(comment, ’ON’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! Begin writing contact data
WriteCNormal = .True.
ELSE IF ( INDEX(comment, ’OFF’ ) .NE. 0) THEN




! Make no assumptions.
ENDIF
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’GRAV’) THEN
! Change gravity - on or off
IF ( INDEX(comment, ’ON’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! gravity force on.
GravityOn = .True.
ELSE IF ( INDEX(comment, ’OFF’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! gravity force off
GravityOn = .False.
ELSE
! Make no assumptions.
ENDIF
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’DAMP’) THEN
READ(NumData,*) nu ! dynamic damping
! Change damping - on or off
IF ( INDEX(comment, ’ON’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! damping force on.
GlobalDamping = .True.
ELSE IF ( INDEX(comment, ’OFF’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! damping force off
GlobalDamping = .False.
ELSE
! Make no assumptions.
ENDIF
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’POLR’) THEN
! Change polarity - on or off
IF ( INDEX(comment, ’ON’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! Polarity reversed on.
ReversePolarity = .True.
ELSE IF ( INDEX(comment, ’OFF’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! Polarity reversed off.
ReversePolarity = .False.
ELSE
! Make no assumptions.
ENDIF
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’DBUG’) THEN
READ(NumData,*) ProbeIp
OPEN(UNIT=ProbeFile,FILE=’ProbeParticle.dat’,STATUS=’Unknown’)
! Change write state for contact data
IF ( INDEX(comment, ’ON’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! Begin writing contact data
DebugOn = .True.
ELSE IF ( INDEX(comment, ’OFF’ ) .NE. 0) THEN
! Discontinue writing contacts
DebugOn = .False.
ELSE
! Make no assumptions.
ENDIF
ELSE IF (KeyWord .EQ. ’BMRK’) THEN
MoreData = .TRUE.
ELSE IF (KeyWord .EQ. ’OLDS’) THEN
OldSearch = .TRUE.
ELSE IF(KeyWord .EQ. ’ENDT’) THEN
! Keyword to mark end of time data.
AllKWThisStep = .True.
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SUBROUTINE Read_New_Input(FNUM,Duration, TimeStep, AllKWProcessed)








REAL (KIND=8) :: X,Y,Z,R,CylHeight
REAL (KIND=8) :: Mfac
REAL (KIND=8) :: PMass






Mfac = FourThirds * Pi





DO Ic = 1,NumClusters





READ(FNUM,*) N, Mat, NParts, X,Y,Z,Class
ELSE
READ(FNUM,*) N, Mat, NParts, X,Y,Z,R
END IF
IF (Class .NE. FE) THEN



































SmallestRadius = MIN(SmallestRadius, R)
BiggestRadius = MAX(BiggestRadius, R)
PData(NumParticles)%UniqueID = Ic
ELSE ! we’re creating a faceted (polygon) cluster





PolyData(Ic)%FeIndex = NumPElements + 1









IF(NParts .GT. 1) THEN
IF (Class .NE. FE) THEN !read in particles belonging to cluster
! Read remaining particles in cluster
DO J=1,NParts-1

















PData(NumParticles)%MatNum = Mat ! All particles in cluster made







SmallestRadius = MIN(SmallestRadius, R)





ELSE ! read in dilation radius, facet nodes, and connectivity
READ(FNUM,*) R ! Dilation Radius
DO J = 1,NParts ! Read in Nodes
NumPNodes = NumPNodes + 1








ENodes(NumPNodes)%X = ENodes(NumPNodes)%X + PolyData(Ic)%GeoCen
END DO
READ(FNUM,*) PolyData(Ic)%Nface ! Number of facets in polygon
DO J = 1, PolyData(Ic)%Nface ! Connectivity
NumPElements = NumPElements + 1
READ(FNUM,*) EList(NumPElements)%Defs(1:3)


















! Read all Header Data
READ(FNum,*, iostat=IOError) TotTime ! Read the elapsed time until this instant
READ(FNum,*) MinX1,MaxX1,MinX2,MaxX2,MinX3,MaxX3,CellSize
! Use standard routine Read_Material_Input for properties
CALL Read_Material_Input(FNUM)
READ(FNum,*, iostat=IOError) NumParticles, NumClusters
READ(FNum,*) NumPNodes, NumBoxElements, NumPElements, NObjects, MObjects
! Read all nodal data
DO I = 1,NumPNodes
READ(FNum,*) ENodes(I)%Num,ENodes(I)%X(1),ENodes(I)%X(2),ENodes(I)%X(3)






! Read the Box Element Data
DO I = 1,NumBoxElements









IF (NObjects > 0) THEN
DO I = 1, NObjects
READ(FNum,*) PObject(I)%FirstElement, PObject(I)%LastElement
ObjectElements(I) = PObject(I)%LastElement - PObject(I)%FirstElement +1









! These are line elements if 2 nodes are equal:
IF( Elist(NumElements)%Defs(1) .EQ. EList(NumElements)%Defs(2) .OR. &
Elist(NumElements)%Defs(1) .EQ. EList(NumElements)%Defs(3) .OR. &
Elist(NumElements)%Defs(3) .EQ. EList(NumElements)%Defs(2) ) then
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EList(NumElements)%ElType = 2







! Read the 3 components of object motion data.
DO I = 0, NObjects
Read(FNum,*) PObject(I)%Exists, PObject(I)%Free
READ(FNum,*) PObject(I)%Num,PObject(I)%V(1), PObject(I)%V(2), &
PObject(I)%V(3), ObjectMove
READ(FNum,*) PObject(I)%Omega(1), PObject(I)%Omega(2), PObject(I)%Omega(3)
READ(FNum,*) PObject(I)%Xc(1), PObject(I)%Xc(2), PObject(I)%Xc(3)
READ(FNum,*) PObject(I)%F(1), PObject(I)%F(2), PObject(I)%F(3)
READ(FNum,*) PObject(I)%M(1), PObject(I)%M(2), PObject(I)%M(3)
DO J = 1,3
READ(FNum,*) PObject(I)%Ixy(J,1), PObject(I)%Ixy(J,2), PObject(I)%Ixy(J,3)
READ(FNum,*) PObject(I)%Dimass(J), PObject(I)%Xc(J)
END DO
! Coefficient of Restitution of object
READ(FNum,*) PObject(I)%Mass
END DO
!! READ MEMBRANE OBJECTS
IF (MObjects > 0) THEN
DO I = 1, MObjects
READ(FNum,*) MObject(I)%FirstElement, MObject(I)%LastElement
DO J = MObject(I)%FirstElement, MObject(I)%LastElement







IF( Elist(NumElements)%Defs(1) .EQ. EList(NumElements)%Defs(2) .OR. &
Elist(NumElements)%Defs(1) .EQ. EList(NumElements)%Defs(3) .OR. &
Elist(NumElements)%Defs(3) .EQ. EList(NumElements)%Defs(2) ) THEN
EList(NumElements)%ElType = 2











! Read the Particle Data






READ(FNum,*) PData(Ip)%Number, PData(Ip)%MatNum, (PData(Ip)%X(J),J=1,3), &
PData(Ip)%R
IF(AuxData(Ip)%Class .EQ. Pebble) THEN
READ(FNum,*) Pshapes(Ip)%Axes
SmallestRadius = MIN(SmallestRadius, MINVAL(Pshapes(Ip)%Axes))
BiggestRadius = MAX(BiggestRadius, MAXVAL(Pshapes(Ip)%Axes))
ELSE
SmallestRadius = MIN(SmallestRadius, PData(Ip)%R)
































IF (Particles(Ic) .GT. 1) READ(FNum,*) PolyData(Ic)%FeIndex, &
PolyData(Ic)%PnodeIndex





DO I = PolyData(Ic)%FeIndex, PolyData(Ic)%FeIndex + PolyData(Ic)%Nface-1











! Read the contact Data.
READ(FNum,*) NumberOldContacts










DO Ip = 1, NumParticles








SUBROUTINE StepThruTime(Duration, TimeStep, NAME, NameLen)
USE GlobalDefs
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER :: I, J, It, Ic,Icell,Jcell,Kcell,AveCells,Ip
REAL (KIND=8) :: Duration
REAL (KIND=8) :: TimeStep




! Number of major steps (to provide output)
NSteps = INT(Duration/TimeStep)
StepTime = Duration/REAL(NSteps)
! Number of substeps (to control critical time requirement)




! If using constant volume option, perform necessary setup steps
IF (CVolume) THEN









NumberOfThings = NumParticles + 10000 * NumElements













Step: DO I = 1,NSTEPS




DO J = 1, NSubSteps
SubStep = J















! Add individual computation times
DO It = 1,7
TotalCTime = TotalCTime + ElapsedTime(It)
RealCTime(It) = RealCTime(It) + ElapsedTime(It)
END DO
StepCount = StepCount + 1
SimTime = SimTime + Dtime
! only write data on final substep of each timestep
DUMP = .FALSE.















IF (I .EQ. NSTEPS) THEN
IF(StressLast) WriteStresses = .TRUE.
END IF
TotalSteps = TotalSteps + 1



























! Subroutine to advance particle/FEM system one time step.
! The computations consist of three steps.
! 1. Build neighbors list and compile a list of contacts.
! 2. Update contact forces and compile particles.









! Bounding box of particle Ip
INTEGER :: Imax, Imin, Jmax, Jmin, Kmax, Kmin
! Indeces to count over box
INTEGER :: Ibox, Jbox, Kbox
! Counter on particle loop
INTEGER :: Ip
! Counter of contact loop
INTEGER :: Ic
! Location (indices) in cell space
INTEGER :: Mlt1, Mlt2, Mlt3
! Location (indices) in cell space
INTEGER :: Ml1, Ml2, Ml3
! Counter for particles in cell space
INTEGER :: RunningCount
! Start of particle list for cell
INTEGER :: ElementOffset
! Sizes of new neighbor and contact lists
INTEGER :: NumberNewContacts,NumberNewNeighbors
! Principal particle of a contact and Class
INTEGER :: PartA,ClassA





REAL (KIND=8) :: SoL
REAL*8 :: COD, RDist
! Sequence of node numbers for triangle
INTEGER :: Tperm(5) = (/1,2,3,1,2/)
REAL (KIND=8) :: SikU, SikL, SijU, SijL





91 FORMAT(’T = ’,I6, ’ Pa = ’,I3,’ Pb = ’,I3,’ Old CF = ’,G13.6)
SoL = CellSize/DTime
CALL TIMER_START() ! CurTimer = 1 Start
FORALL(I=1:NumParticles) ClData(I)%F_old(1:3)=ClData(I)%F
FORALL(I=1:NumParticles) ClData(I)%M_old(1:3)=ClData(I)%M
FORALL(I=1:NumParticles) ClData(I)%F(1:3) = 0.0




FORALL(I=1:NumParticles) PData(I)%F(1:3) = 0.0
FORALL(I=1:NumParticles) PData(I)%M(1:3) = 0.0
FORALL(I=1:NumParticles) PStats(I)%T(1:3,1:3) = 0.0
FORALL(I=1:NumParticles) PStats(I)%KE = 0.0
FORALL(I=1:NObjects) PObject(I)%F(1:3) = 0.0
FORALL(I=1:NObjects) PObject(I)%M(1:3) = 0.0
FORALL(I=1:NumPElements+NumBoxElements) Enodes(Elist(I)%Defs(1:3))%F(1) = 0.0
FORALL(I=1:NumPElements+NumBoxElements) Enodes(Elist(I)%Defs(1:3))%F(2) = 0.0















! Check for elements in the grid cell.
IF (BoundaryCrossed) THEN !Create offsets by a running sum of particles.
CALL Check_Element_Count() !first get element counts to complete the update
! Cellspace now has counts at this time. Copy it to cellcount
CellCount = CellSpace
! Create offsets by a running sum of particles.
RunningCount = 0
DO Ml3=1,Mlt3 ! Z Direction.
DO Ml2=1,Mlt2 ! Y Direction.
DO Ml1=1,Mlt1 ! X Direction.





! Update the indices in cellspace so they reflect the starting postion in
! the CellContents Array for each cell. The CellCount array is zeroed
! out so it can have a running count as the cellcontents array is filled
! out with particle numbers. However, it is updated again in the next loop
CellSpace = CellSpace - CellCount + 1
CellCount = 0





IF (AuxData(Ip)%Class .eq. FE) then
! Place element
ElementOffset = CellSpace(Ml1,Ml2,Ml3) + CellCount(Ml1,Ml2,Ml3)
CellContents(ElementOffset) = Ip
! Move offset down one element and create count of particles in list
CellCount(Ml1,Ml2,Ml3) = CellCount(Ml1,Ml2,Ml3) + 1
ELSE
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DO Ibox = AuxData(Ip)%Imin, AuxData(Ip)%Imax
DO Jbox = AuxData(Ip)%Jmin, AuxData(Ip)%Jmax
DO Kbox = AuxData(Ip)%Kmin, AuxData(Ip)%Kmax
! Place particle
ElementOffset = CellSpace(Ibox,Jbox,Kbox) + &
CellCount(Ibox,Jbox,Kbox)
CellContents(ElementOffset) = Ip
! Move offset down one element and create count of particles
! in list











! Get Time spent ’Building Neighbors List’
CALL TIMER_STOP() ! CurTimer = 1 Stop
! Build the New Contact List










CALL TIMER_STOP() ! CurTimer = 2 Stop
CALL TIMER_START() ! CurTimer = 3 Start
CALL Check_Contacts(NumberNewContacts)
CALL TIMER_STOP() ! CurTimer = 3 Stop
CALL TIMER_START() ! CurTimer = 4 Start
CTact:DO Ic=1, NumberNewContacts
! Particles making contact.
PartA = CData(New, Ic)%A
PartB = CData(New, Ic)%B
CALL ComputeContactForce(Ic,PartA,PartB)
ClassA = CData(New, Ic)%ClassA





DO PartA = 1,NumParticles - 1
DO PartB = PartA + 1,NumParticles
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RDist = SQRT(dot_product((PData(PartB)%X - PData(PartA)%X),&
(PData(PartB)%X - PData(PartA)%X)))
IF(RDist <= COD .and. PData(PartA)%UniqueID .ne. &
PData(PartB)%UniqueID) THEN






IF (.NOT. Rigid) CALL Phage_Bending_and_Force()
CALL ObjectForces()
CALL MembraneForces()
! Time spent ’Computing Contact Forces’
CALL TIMER_STOP() ! CurTimer = 4 Stop
! Time spent ’Updating particle data’
CALL TIMER_START() ! CurTimer = 5 Start
CALL Update_Particle_Data()
DO Ip = 1,NumParticles
IF(PData(Ip)%Pulled .AND. PData(Ip)%TypePull .eq. ’V’) THEN
PData(Ip)%V = PData(Ip)%StrengthPull(1:3)
ENDIF
IF(PData(Ip)%Pulled .and. Phage) PData(Ip)%Theta = 0.0
ENDDO
CALL TIMER_STOP() ! CurTimer = 5 Stop
! Update the Objects’s location
CALL TIMER_START() ! CurTimer = 6 Start
If (ObjectMove.EQ.1) CALL UpdateObjectLocation()
If (CVolume .and. firstsubstep) CALL ObjectVelocity()
If (ObjectMove.EQ.0) CALL UpdateObjectTranslation()
CALL UpdateMembraneObject()
CALL TIMER_STOP() ! CurTimer = 6 Stop
! Time spent ’Updating Object forces’
CALL TIMER_START() ! CurTimer = 7 Start
! Call to Update Object Forces
CALL TIMER_STOP() ! CurTimer = 7 Stop
10 FORMAT(’Time = ’,F10.5)




71 FORMAT(’T = ’,I6,’ P = ’,I3,’ V = ’,G14.8)
72 FORMAT(’T = ’,I6,’ P = ’,I3,’ D = ’,G14.8)
73 FORMAT(’T = ’,I6,’ 1-4 D = ’,G16.10,’ 2-5 D = ’,G16.10,’ 3-6 D = ’,G16.10)
74 FORMAT(’T = ’,I6,’ 2-5 D = ’,G16.10)
75 FORMAT(’T = ’,I6,’ 3-6 D = ’,G16.10)
IF(DUMP) CALL Compute_Energy(NAME,namelen,NumberNewContacts,DUMP)
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IF(Thetatrack .AND. DUMP) THEN
CALL Track_Contact_Normals(NumberNewContacts)
END IF
! Transfer old contact list to new list
New = Cycle2(New + 1)









LOGICAL :: P_on_P = .False.
LOGICAL, ALLOCATABLE :: Checked(:)
INTEGER :: I,J,K,Ip,N, Ich
INTEGER :: Imax, Imin, Jmax, Jmin, Zmax, Zmin ! Borders of bounding box A
INTEGER :: Ml1, Ml2, Ml3 ! Location (indices) in cell space
INTEGER :: Mlt1, Mlt2, Mlt3 ! Location (indices) in cell space
INTEGER :: NumberNewNeighbors ! Size of new contact list
INTEGER :: ContactCount,CStart ! Number of contacts compared in new list
INTEGER :: ElementOffset,index ! Start of particle list for cell
INTEGER :: Left, Right, Top
INTEGER :: Bottom, Front, Back ! Cell indices on search space boundaries
INTEGER :: PartA ! Principal particle of a contact

























! Check contacts by looking all around the box
DO I = Left, Right
DO J = Bottom, Top
DO K = Front, Back
! Look through particles in cell content list, the beginning of
! which is given by...
First = CellSpace(I,J,K)
! ...with the number of particles being given by cell count.
Last = First + CellCount(I,J,K) - 1




! Use flag to simplify conditional statements
P_on_P = .False.
IF(AuxData(PartB)%Class .NE. FE) P_on_P = .True.
! A particle cannot be in contact with itself or with a higher
! numbered particle
IF ( (PartA .LE. PartB) .AND. P_on_P ) CYCLE EO
IF(P_on_P) THEN
! A particle-on-Particle interaction
seeduplicate = DuplicateContact(PartB)
! If the particle has been seen before, skip to the next
! possible contact
IF(seeduplicate) CYCLE EO
! A particle cannot be in contact with particles in the
! same cluster
IF(PData(PartA)%UniqueID .EQ. PData(PartB)%UniqueID) THEN
IF(Rigid) THEN
CYCLE EO






IF(DeltaXMag .GE. DStandoff+PData(PartA)%R + PData(PartB)%R) CYCLE EO
! Update Neighborhood list.
ContactCount = ContactCount + 1
If(ContactCount .GE. 10*MaxContacts) THEN
WRITE(*,*)’WARNING. Max Contacts exceeded.’
WRITE(*,*)’Consider decreasing standoff distance’















! A particle-on-finite element interaction
N = AuxData(PartB)%Parent ! Get the parent element number
IF (Checked(N)) CYCLE EO ! If already found contacting this element, cycle.
Checked(N) = .True.
! Update contact list.
ContactCount = ContactCount + 1
If(ContactCount .GE. 10*MaxContacts) THEN
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WRITE(*,*)’WARNING. Max Contacts exceeded.’
WRITE(*,*)’Consider decreasing standoff distance’






















Subroutine ContactDetection(PartA, PartB, ContactCase, &






CHARACTER (LEN=2) :: ContactCase
INTEGER :: PartA ! Principal particle of a contact
INTEGER :: PartB ! Companion particle of a contact
INTEGER :: Ic,Ip ! Index of potential contact
REAL (KIND=8) :: Dvec(3), Nvec(3),Nvecmag
REAL (KIND=8) :: X1(3)
REAL (KIND=8) :: Xc(3)
REAL (KIND=8) :: R, Distance, ADistance
REAL (KIND=8) :: Px(3), Py(3), Pz(3)
REAL (KIND=8) :: Vpen
REAL (KIND=8) :: r1vec(3),r2vec(3),A(MaxParticles,3,3)
REAL (KIND=8) :: Eps, EpsNum, EpsDen






! Compute vector between particles.
Dvec = PData(PartB)%X - PData(PartA)%X
! Distance
R = SQRT(Dvec(1)**2 + Dvec(2)**2 + Dvec(3)**2)
! Normal
NVec = Dvec/R
! To account for bonding, for which negative penetration is possible,
! provide buffer distance for contact.
IF( R .GT. ((1.0 + Bonding_Dist)*(PData(PartA)%R+PData(PartB)%R)) ) RETURN
ContactMade = .True.
! The contact is located half way between penetrating surfaces.




! Pull out coordinate data
X1 = PData(PartA)%X




! If we have a line element, then 2 of Px,Py,Pz are equal.
! Note Xc is computed in compute distance from line already.
IF(EList(PartB)%ElType .EQ. 2) THEN
IF (PX(1) .EQ. PY(1) .AND. PX(2) .EQ. PY(2) .AND. PX(3) .EQ. Py(3)) THEN
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CALL Compute_Distance_From_Line(Px,Pz,X1,Distance,Xc)
IF(Distance .GT. PData(PartA)%R) RETURN
CALL IsPointInLine(Px,Pz,Xc,InElement)
NVec(1:3) = Xc(1:3) - X1(1:3)
Nvecmag = SQRT(Nvec(1)*Nvec(1) + Nvec(2)*Nvec(2) + Nvec(3)*Nvec(3))
NVec(1:3) = Nvec(1:3)/Nvecmag
Vpen = PData(PartA)%R - Distance
ELSE IF(PX(1) .EQ. Pz(1) .AND. PX(2) .EQ. Pz(2) &
.AND. PX(3) .EQ. Pz(3)) THEN
CALL Compute_Distance_From_Line(Px,Py,X1,Distance,Xc)
IF(Distance .GT. PData(PartA)%R) RETURN
CALL IsPointInLine(Px,Py,Xc,InElement)
NVec(1:3) = Xc(1:3) - X1(1:3)
Nvecmag = SQRT(Nvec(1)*Nvec(1) + Nvec(2)*Nvec(2) + Nvec(3)*Nvec(3))
NVec(1:3) = Nvec(1:3)/Nvecmag
Vpen = PData(PartA)%R - Distance
ELSE IF(Py(1) .EQ. Pz(1) .AND. Py(2) .EQ. Pz(2) &
.AND. Py(3) .EQ. Pz(3)) THEN
CALL Compute_Distance_From_Line(Px,Py,X1,Distance,Xc)
IF(Distance .GT. PData(PartA)%R) RETURN
CALL IsPointInLine(Px,Py,Xc,InElement)
NVec(1:3) = Xc(1:3) - X1(1:3)
Nvecmag = SQRT(Nvec(1)*Nvec(1) + Nvec(2)*Nvec(2) + Nvec(3)*Nvec(3))
NVec(1:3) = Nvec(1:3)/Nvecmag
Vpen = PData(PartA)%R - Distance
ELSE
WRITE(*,*) ’ERROR in contact detection-node problem’
END if
ELSE IF ((EList(PartB)%ElType .EQ. 1) &
.OR. (EList(PartB)%ElType .EQ. 3)) THEN
! We have a normal triangular element.
CALL Compute_Distance_From_Plane(Px,Py,Pz,X1,Distance)
! Set an unsigned distance. Note that the distance is negative
! when the particle center falls inside of the element surface.
ADistance = ABS(Distance)
Distance = ADistance
Xc(1:3) = X1(1:3) + Distance * EList(PartB)%NX(1:3)
Vpen = PData(PartA)%R - Distance
IF(Vpen .LT. 0.0) RETURN
CALL IsPointInElement(Px, Py, Pz, Xc, EList(PartB)%NX, &
InElement, dumpit, Eps, EpsNum, EpsDen)
NVec(1:3) = EList(PartB)%NX(1:3)
ELSE
WRITE(*,*) ’ERROR: bad element type in contact detection’
END if
IF(.NOT. InElement) RETURN




IF (Vpen .LT. 0.0) RETURN
ContactMade = .TRUE.
CASE (’SC’)
IF (AuxData(PartB)%Class .EQ. cylinder) THEN








IF (Vpen .LT. 0.0) RETURN
ContactMade = .TRUE.
CASE (’CF’)
IF(PolyData(PData(PartA)%UniqueID)%FeIndex .EQ. 0) THEN
! indpendent cylinder. Proceed to evaluate contact
IF (EList(PartB)%ElType .NE. 2) THEN
! We have a normal triangular element
CALL Cyl_FE(Ic,PartA,PartB,Vpen,Xc,NVec)




CALL IsPointInElement(Px, Py, Pz, Xc, EList(PartB)%NX, &
InElement, dumpit, Eps, EpsNum, EpsDen)
IF(.NOT. InElement) RETURN
! point of potential contact lies outside of element. no contact.
! if we get this far, congratulations--we have contact!
ContactMade = .TRUE.
ELSE
! We have a line element
CALL cyl_line(PartA,PartB,Xc,NVec,Vpen)

































logical :: InElement = .false.






ovecmag = sqrt(o21x**2 + o21y**2 + o21z**2)








n1mag = sqrt(n1x**2 + n1y**2 + n1z**2)
! Center face points for Cylinder n1
AxVecn1 = [n1x,n1y,n1z]
F1n1 = PData(n1)%X + 0.5*AxVecn1(1:3)
F2n1 = PData(n1)%X - 0.5*AxVecn1(1:3)








n2mag = sqrt(n2x**2 + n2y**2 + n2z**2)
! Center face points for Cylinder n2
AxVecn2 = [n2x,n2y,n2z]
F1n2 = PData(n2)%X + 0.5*AxVecn2(1:3)
F2n2 = PData(n2)%X - 0.5*AxVecn2(1:3)
coefa = (scale*PData(n1)%R)**2
coefb = scale*scale*(n1x*n2x + n1y*n2y + n1z*n2z)
coefc = (scale*PData(n2)%R)**2
w0x = scale*(0.5*(n2x - n1x) - o21x)
w0y = scale*(0.5*(n2y - n1y) - o21y)
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w0z = scale*(0.5*(n2z - n1z) - o21z)
coefd = scale*(n1x*w0x + n1y*w0y + n1z*w0z)
coefe = scale*(n2x*w0x + n2y*w0y + n2z*w0z)
denom = coefa*coefc - coefb**2
coefsd = denom
coeftd = denom
coefsn = coefb*coefe - coefc*coefd
coeftn = coefa*coefe - coefb*coefd
if (denom .lt. 1.0) then
coef1 = 0.0

























if (outside1 .or. outside2) then
! Find D1, distance between F1n1 and the AxVecn2
CALL Compute_Distance_From_Line(F1n2,F2n2,F1n1,D1,Xc1)
! Find D2, distance between F2n1 and the AxVecn2
CALL Compute_Distance_From_Line(F1n2,F2n2,F2n1,D2,Xc2)
! Point of closest approach between cylinder and plane will be
! the shorter of D1 and D2









! Find D1, distance between F1n2 and the AxVecn1
CALL Compute_Distance_From_Line(F1n1,F2n1,F1n2,D1,Xc1)
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! Find D2, distance between F2n1 and the AxVecn1
CALL Compute_Distance_From_Line(F1n1,F2n1,F2n2,D2,Xc2)
! Point of closest approach between cylinder and plane will be
! the shorter of D1 and D2






























! Now find angle between axis vector of n1 and normal vector using




! SAFETY CHECK: angle between Ax and Nvec sould always be between
! zero and Pi (180 degrees)
IF((ThetaAN .GT. Pi) .OR. (ThetaAN .LT. 0.0)) THEN
WRITE(*,*) ’WARNING. BUG IN Oblique cylinder CONTACT.&
THETA-AN OUT OF RANGE’
STOP
END IF
! Due to geometry, angle between radial vector of cylinder and
! normal (Theta RN) is ThetaAN - 90 degrees (Pi radians)
ThetaRN = ThetaAN - HalfPi
! Find Reff for Oblique Angle
Reff = RadCyl * COS(ThetaRN)
! Determine if possible contact point is in line segment of target cyl
CALL IsPointInLine(PTarget1,PTarget2,Xc,InElement)
! If the First Point was not in line, then try the Runner Up Distance.
IF(.not. InElement) THEN






















! Now find angle between axis vector of n1 and normal vector using




! SAFETY CHECK: angle between Ax and Nvec sould always be between
! zero and Pi (180 degrees)
IF((ThetaAN .GT. Pi) .OR. (ThetaAN .LT. 0.0)) THEN
WRITE(*,*) ’WARNING. BUG IN Oblique cylinder CONTACT. &
THETA-AN OUT OF RANGE’
STOP
END IF
! Due to geometry, angle between radial vector of cylinder and
! normal (Theta RN) is ThetaAN - 90 degrees (Pi radians)
ThetaRN = ThetaAN - HalfPi




! If the Runner Up Point was STILL not in line, then try the
! largest Distance.
IF(.not. InElement) THEN
! Find D1, distance between F1n1 and the AxVecn2
CALL Compute_Distance_From_Line(F1n2,F2n2,F1n1,D1,Xc1)
! Find D2, distance between F2n1 and the AxVecn2
CALL Compute_Distance_From_Line(F1n2,F2n2,F2n1,D2,Xc2)
! Point of closest approach between cylinder and plane will be
! the shorter of D1 and D2









! Find D1, distance between F1n2 and the AxVecn1
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CALL Compute_Distance_From_Line(F1n1,F2n1,F1n2,D1,Xc1)
! Find D2, distance between F2n1 and the AxVecn1
CALL Compute_Distance_From_Line(F1n1,F2n1,F2n2,D2,Xc2)
! Point of closest approach between cylinder and plane will be
! the shorter of D1 and D2






























! Now find angle between axis vector of n1 and normal vector using




! SAFETY CHECK: angle between Ax and Nvec sould always be between
! zero and Pi (180 degrees)
IF((ThetaAN .GT. Pi) .OR. (ThetaAN .LT. 0.0)) THEN
WRITE(*,*) ’WARNING. BUG IN Oblique cylinder CONTACT.&
THETA-AN OUT OF RANGE’
STOP
END IF
! Due to geometry, angle between radial vector of cylinder and
! normal (Theta RN) is ThetaAN - 90 degrees (Pi radians)
ThetaRN = ThetaAN - HalfPi




IF(((Distance < Reff + RTarget) .and. InElement)) THEN
delta = Reff + RTarget - Distance





else !Case where cyls are stacked directly on end plates.
dotON1 = n1x*o21x + n1y*o21y + n1z*o21z
dotON2 = n2x*o21x + n2y*o21y + n2z*o21z
ThetaON1 = ACOS(dotON1/(ovecmag*n1mag))
ThetaON2 = ACOS(dotON2/(ovecmag*n2mag))
if((ABS(ThetaON1) < 1.0e-8 .and. ABS(ThetaON1) > -1.0e-8) .and. &
(ABS(ThetaON2) < 1.0e-8 .and. ABS(ThetaON2) > -1.0e-8)) then
stacking = .true.
delta = 0.5*(CylData(n1)%Axis(3) + CylData(n2)%Axis(3)) - ovecmag
elseif((ABS(ThetaON1) < Pi+1.0e-8 .and. ABS(ThetaON1) > Pi-1.0e-8) .and. &
(ABS(ThetaON2) < Pi+1.0e-8 .and. ABS(ThetaON2) > Pi-1.0e-8)) then
stacking = .true.






delta = CylData(n1)%R + CylData(n2)%R-dmag
end if
end if





r1vec(1) = PData(n1)%X(1) + (0.5*CylData(n1)%Axis(3) - &
0.5*delta)*nvec(1)
r1vec(2) = PData(n1)%X(2) + (0.5*CylData(n1)%Axis(3) - &
0.5*delta)*nvec(2)
r1vec(3) = PData(n1)%X(3) + (0.5*CylData(n1)%Axis(3) - &
0.5*delta)*nvec(3)












SUBROUTINE Cyl_FE(Ic, Apart, Bpart, Vpen, Xc, Nvec)
USE GlobalDefs
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER Ic, Apart, Bpart
REAL*8 P1(3), P2(3), Point(3), R(3, 3)
REAL*8 ThetaRN, ThetaAN, Nvec(3), AxVec(3)
REAL*8 Px(3), Py(3), Pz(3)
REAL*8 Reff, D1, D2, Distance, Vpen, Xc(3)
!!!! Get information about cylinder (Apart) and Finite Element (Bpart)
R = PData(Apart)%q%R ! rotational matrix of Cylinder
! AxVec is the axis vector of cylinder in the global frame
AxVec(1) = R(1, 1)*CylData(Apart)%Axis(1) + R(2, 1)*CylData(Apart)%Axis(2) &
+ R(3, 1)*CylData(Apart)%Axis(3)
AxVec(2) = R(1, 2)*CylData(Apart)%Axis(1) + R(2, 2)*CylData(Apart)%Axis(2) &
+ R(3, 2)*CylData(Apart)%Axis(3)
AxVec(3) = R(1, 3)*CylData(Apart)%Axis(1) + R(2, 3)*CylData(Apart)%Axis(2) &
+ R(3, 3)*CylData(Apart)%Axis(3)
! P1 is the center of the top face of the cylinder
P1 = PData(Apart)%X(1:3) + 0.5*AxVec(1:3)
! P2 is the center of the bottom face of the cylinder
P2 = PData(Apart)%X(1:3) - 0.5*AxVec(1:3)
! Nvec is the normal vector of the FE (Bpart)
Nvec = Elist(Bpart)%NX(1:3)




! Find D1, the distance between P1 and the FE plane
CALL Compute_Distance_From_Plane(Px, Py, Pz, P1, D1)
! Find D2, distance between P2 and the FE plane
CALL Compute_Distance_From_Plane(Px, Py, Pz, P2, D2)
! Point of closest approach between cylinder and plane will be the shorter
! of D1 and D2







! Now find angle between axis vector and normal vector using dot product rule
ThetaAN = dot_product(AxVec, Nvec)
ThetaAN = ThetaAN/(sqrt(dot_product(AxVec, Axvec)))
ThetaAN = ACOS(ThetaAN)
! SAFETY CHECK: angle between Ax and Nvec sould always be between zero and
! Pi (180 degrees)
IF ((ThetaAN .GT. Pi) .OR. (ThetaAN .LT. 0.0)) THEN
WRITE (*, *) ’WARNING. BUG IN CYL-FE CONTACT. THETA-AN OUT OF RANGE’
WRITE (*, *) ’Contact, A, B’, Ic, Apart, Bpart
WRITE (*, *) ’ThetaAN’, ThetaAN
STOP
END IF
! Due to geometry, angle between radial vector of cylinder and normal
! (Theta RN) is ThetaAN - 90 degrees (Pi radians)
ThetaRN = ThetaAN - Pi/2.
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! There are three possible approach cases.
! 1. Theta RN is 0.0 degrees to within machine precision. Cylinder is
! lying flat on the plane
! 2. Theta RN is 90 degrees. Cylinder is approaching the plane
! perfectly face-on
! 3. Theta RN is between 0.0 and 90 degrees (a normal type of approach)
IF ((ABS(ThetaRN) .LT. 1.0e-8) .or. &
(ABS(ThetaRN) .LT. Pi + 1.0e-8 .and. ABS(ThetaRN) .GT. Pi - 1.0e-8)) THEN
! Case 1 is in effect.
! First, this means that Reff is equal to cylinder radius.
Reff = CylData(Apart)%R
! Next, must find cntact point from CM of cylinder.
Xc = PData(Apart)%X + Distance*Nvec
! Vpen found from Reff and Distance
Vpen = Reff - Distance
ELSE IF ((ABS(ThetaRN) .LT. Pi/2.+1.0e-8) .AND. &
(ABS(ThetaRN) .GT. Pi/2.-1.0e-8)) THEN
! Case 2 is in effect
! First, Reff = 0.0
Reff = 0.0
! Next, degree of penetration depends entirely on value of Distance
Vpen = -Distance
! Finally, Xc is from Point to location on plane
Xc = Point + Distance*Nvec
ELSE
! Case three
! Effective radius is RadCylCos(theta)
Reff = CylData(Apart)%R*COS(ThetaRN)
! Vpen is difference between Reff and Distance
Vpen = Reff - Distance
! Point of contact is from Point to location on plane













INTEGER :: PType ! Particle Type
INTEGER :: AClass ! Class of entity A (sphere, etc.)
INTEGER :: BClass ! Class of entity B
INTEGER :: MaterialPair ! Property number for these two classes
REAL (KIND=8) :: NVec(3) ! Normal vector to contact
REAL (KIND=8) :: VPen ! Penetration of contact
REAL (KIND=8) :: Vr(3) ! Relative motion between contacts
REAL (KIND=8) :: Vn ! Normal component of contact motion
REAL (KIND=8) :: Vs(3) ! Shear component of contact motion
REAL (KIND=8) :: Fc(3) ! Contact force
REAL (KIND=8) :: Fn ! Normal component of contact force
REAL (KIND=8) :: Fs(3) ! Shear component of contact force
REAL (KIND=8) :: Mc(3) ! Contact moment
REAL (KIND=8) :: Mcn ! Normal (torsional) component of moment
REAL (KIND=8) :: Mcs(3) ! Tangential (rolling) component of moment
REAL (KIND=8) :: PMass ! Inertial Mass
REAL (KIND=8) :: PIntr ! Principal mass moment of inertia
REAL (KIND =8) :: Reff,AxMin ! Effective bonded area of contact.
REAL (KIND=8) :: FnDamp ! Damping component of normal contact force
REAL (KIND=8) :: FsDamp(3) ! Damping component of shear contact force
REAL (KInd=8) :: McDampN ! Damping component of torsion
REAL (KIND=8) :: McDampS(3) ! Damping conponent of rolling moment
REAL (KIND=8) :: CForce(3) ! Total contact force
REAL (KIND=8) :: MArmA(3) ! Moment arm from centroid of entity A to contact
REAL (KIND=8) :: MArmB(3) ! Moment arm from centroid of entity B to contact
REAL (KIND=8) :: VtA(3) ! Velocity component due to rotation of entity A
REAL (KIND=8) :: VtB(3) ! Velocity component due to rotation of entity B
REAL (KIND=8) :: OmegaA(3) ! Rotation of entity A
REAL (KIND=8) :: OmegaB(3) ! Rotation of entity B
REAL (KIND=8) :: DOmega(3) ! Relative rotation
REAL (KIND=8) :: DOmegan ! Torsional component of relative rotation
REAL (KIND=8) :: DOmegas(3) ! Rolling component of relative rotation
REAL (KIND=8) :: PMassA
REAL (KIND=8) :: PIntrA
REAL (KIND=8) :: PMassB
REAL (KIND=8) :: PIntrB
REAL (KIND=8) :: DeltaN
REAL (KIND=8) :: VA(3),VB(3) ! Velocity of particles A and B
INTEGER :: AMat,BMat ! Material Types for Part A and Part B
INTEGER :: PartB_Num
! Pull out entity classes
AClass = CData(New,Ic)%ClassA
BClass = CData(New,Ic)%ClassB
! Get the attributes of the Entities A and B.
CALL ParticleAttributes(Ic, PartA, AClass, AMat, MArmA, VA, OmegaA, PMassA, PIntrA)
CALL ParticleAttributes(Ic, PartB, BClass, BMat, MArmB, VB, OmegaB, PMassB, PIntrB)
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! Define the critical mass for damping computation




PMass = MIN(PMassA, PMassB)
PIntr = MIN(PintrA, PintrB)
END IF
! Contact unit normal
NVec(1:3) = CData(New, Ic)%NVec(1:3)
! Previous opening of the contact
Vpen = CData(New, Ic)%CurrentPen
! Material pair
MaterialPair = MaterialMatrix(AMat,BMat)
! Compute tangential velocity components from rotation
CALL TangentialMotion(MarmA, OmegaA, VtA)
CALL TangentialMotion(MarmB, OmegaB, VtB)
! Relative displacement of particle centers over last time step.
Vr(1:3) = DTime * ( (VB(1:3)+VtB(1:3)) - (VA(1:3)+VtA(1:3)) )
! Project displacement on normal vector. Vn>0 is tension.
! Vpen<0 is compression.
Vn = Vr(1)*NVec(1) + Vr(2)*NVec(2) + Vr(3)*Nvec(3)
! Project displacement on shear vector to get shear displacement due to
! relative particle translation.
Vs(1:3) = Vr(1:3) - Vn*NVec(1:3)
! Relative Rotation
DOmega(1:3) = OmegaB(1:3)-OmegaA(1:3)
! Normal (torsion) component
DOmegaN = DOmega(1)*NVec(1) + DOmega(2)*NVec(2) + DOmega(3)*Nvec(3)
! Tangential (rolling) component
DOmegaS(1:3) = DOmega(1:3) - DOmegaN *NVec(1:3)
! --------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Forces and Moments
! Copy existing contact force into local variable
Fc(1:3) = CData(New, Ic)%F(1:3)
! Normal contact Force
Fn = Fc(1)*NVec(1) + Fc(2)*NVec(2) + Fc(3)*Nvec(3)
! Shear contact force
Fs(1:3) = Fc(1:3) - Fn*NVec(1:3)
! Contact Moment
Mc(1:3) = CData(New, Ic)%M(1:3)
! Normal (torsion) component.
Mcn = Mc(1)*NVec(1) + Mc(2)*NVec(2) + Mc(3)*Nvec(3)
! Tangential (rolling) component.
Mcs(1:3) = Mc(1:3) - Mcn * Nvec(1:3)
! --------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Contact state
DeltaN = CData(New, Ic)%DeltaN
Bonded = CData(New, Ic)%BondExists
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! Determine the effective bonding area.
IF(Bonded) THEN
IF (BCLass .EQ. Sphere .AND. AClass .EQ. Sphere) THEN
! Assume bonded area is based on the smallest radius
Reff = MIN(PData(PartA)%R, PData(PartB)%R)
ELSE IF (BCLass .EQ. Sphere .AND. AClass .EQ. Pebble) THEN
! use minimum of sphere radius or smallest pebble semi-axis
AxMin = MINVAL(PShapes(PartA)%Axes)
Reff = MIN(Axmin+PShapes(PartA)%r2, PData(PartB)%R)
ELSE IF (ACLass .EQ. Sphere .AND. BClass .EQ. Pebble) THEN
AxMin = MINVAL(PShapes(PartB)%Axes)
Reff = MIN(AxMin +PShapes(PartB)%r2, PData(PartA)%R)
ELSE IF (BCLass .EQ. Pebble .AND. AClass .EQ. Pebble) THEN




ELSE IF (Aclass .EQ. Sphere .AND. BCLass .EQ. FE) THEN
! Use radius of the sphere.
Reff = PData(PartA)%R
ELSE IF (ACLass .EQ. Pebble .AND. BCLass .EQ. FE) THEN
! use smallest semi-axis of pebble
reff = MINVAL(PShapes(PartA)%Axes) +PShapes(PartA)%r2
ELSE IF (AClass .EQ. Cylindar .AND. BCLass .EQ. Sphere) THEN
! use smallest of sphere radius or cylinder radius
Reff = MIN(PData(PartB)%R, CylData(partA)%R)
ELSE IF (BClass .EQ. Cylindar .AND. ACLass .EQ. Sphere) THEN
! use smallest of sphere radius or cylinder radius
Reff = MIN(PData(PartA)%R, CylData(PartB)%R)
ELSE IF (BClass .EQ. Cylindar .AND. ACLass .EQ. Cylindar) THEN
! use smallest cylinder radius
Reff = MIN(CylData(PartA)%R, CylData(PartB)%R)
END IF
ELSE ! if not bonded
Reff = 0.0
END IF
! Compute contact force
CALL ContactCLaw(DeltaN, Bonded, Fn, Fs, McN, McS, &
VPen, Vn, Vs, DOmegaN, DOmegaS, &
MaterialPair, PMass, PIntr, Reff, McDampN, McDampS, FnDamp, FsDamp,PartA)
! Global Cartesian system.
CData(New, Ic)%F(1:3) = Fn * NVec(1:3) + Fs(1:3)
CData(New, Ic)%M(1:3) = Mcn * NVec(1:3) + Mcs(1:3)
! Update bonded state.
CData(New, Ic)%BondExists = Bonded
! Update maximal penetration
CData(New, Ic)%DeltaN = DeltaN
! Add damping
CForce(1:3) = CData(New, Ic)%F(1:3) + FnDamp * NVec(1:3) + FsDamp(1:3)
Mc(1:3) = CData(New, Ic)%M(1:3) + McDampN * Nvec(1:3) + McDampS(1:3)
! Sum forces and moments into entities A and B. (B <- Force -> A)
CALL SumForceAndMoment(PartA, Ic, AClass, MArmA, CForce, Mc)





























DO Ic = 1, NumClusters
DO Ip = CIndex(Ic),CIndex(Ic)+Particles(Ic)-2
PartA = Ip
PartB = Ip + 1
IF(AuxData(PartA)%Class == 4 .and. AuxData(PartB)%Class == 4) THEN
! Good to go! Continue Subroutine.
ELSE









! Vector between particles in phage.




! Get information about cylinders
Ra = PData(PartA)%q%R ! rotational matrix of CylinderA
Rb = PData(PartB)%q%R ! rotational matrix of CylinderB



















! Find Angles from AxVecA to Dvec and AxVecB to Dvec
DotAxDA = dot_product(AxVecA,Dvec)
DotThetaA = DotAxDA/(DvecMag*AxVecMagA)
IF((DotThetaA .gt. 1.0_8-1.0e-8) .and. &
(DotThetaA .lt. 1.0_8+1.0e-8)) THEN
DotThetaA = 1.0_8
ENDIF
IF((DotThetaA .gt. -1.0_8-1.0e-8) .and. &






IF((ThetaB .gt. 1.0_8-1.0e-8) .and. (ThetaB .lt. 1.0_8+1.0e-8)) THEN
ThetaB = 1.0_8
ENDIF




! Compute distance between ends of cylinders.
IF(ThetaA < HalfPi-1.0e-8 .and. ThetaB > HalfPi+1.0e-8) THEN
! F1 is the center of the top face of the cylinderA
! F2 is the center of the bottom face of the cylinder B
F1 = PData(PartA)%X(1:3) + 0.5*AxVecA(1:3)
F2 = PData(PartB)%X(1:3) - 0.5*AxVecB(1:3)
MarmA = 0.5*AxVecA(1:3)
MarmB = -0.5*AxVecB(1:3)
ELSEIF(ThetaA < HalfPi-1.0e-8 .and. ThetaB < HalfPi-1.0e-8) THEN
F1 = PData(PartA)%X(1:3) + 0.5*AxVecA(1:3)
F2 = PData(PartB)%X(1:3) + 0.5*AxVecB(1:3)
MarmA = 0.5*AxVecA(1:3)
MarmB = 0.5*AxVecB(1:3)
ELSEIF(ThetaA > HalfPi+1.0e-8 .and. ThetaB < HalfPi-1.0e-8) THEN
F1 = PData(PartA)%X(1:3) - 0.5*AxVecA(1:3)
F2 = PData(PartB)%X(1:3) + 0.5*AxVecB(1:3)
MarmA = -0.5*AxVecA(1:3)
MarmB = 0.5*AxVecB(1:3)
ELSEIF(ThetaA > HalfPi+1.0e-8 .and. ThetaB > HalfPi+1.0e-8) THEN
F1 = PData(PartA)%X(1:3) - 0.5*AxVecA(1:3)




WRITE(*,*) ’No criteria for cylinder’,PartA,’-’,PartB,’relation!’
STOP "Program will quit now!"
ENDIF
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IF(MThetaMag < 1.0e-8) THEN
MThetaHat = [0.0_8,0.0_8,0.0_8]
ELSE
! Find ThetaHat for MarmA to -MarmB
MThetaHat = MTheta/MThetaMag
ENDIF
! Torsion between cylinders









! Component of RadVecB perpendicular to AxVecA
ParRadMagB = dot_product(RadVecB,AxVecNormA)
ParRadVecB = ParRadMagB*AxVecNormA
PerpRadVecB = RadVecB - ParRadVecB
PerpRadMagB = sqrt(dot_product(PerpRadVecB,PerpRadVecB))
! Cross Product to find angle
RTheta = cross_product(RadVecA,PerpRadVecB)
RThetaMag = sqrt(dot_product(RTheta,RTheta))







! Compute the unit vector of RTheta ortho to AxVecB
ParRadMagA = dot_product(RadVecA,AxVecNormB)
ParRadVecA = ParRadMagA*AxVecNormB










! Damping for Moments and Forces
MCcrit = 2*sqrt(PInert*Kbending)
MDamp = (MTheta - CylData(PartA)%MTheta_old)/Dt
LCcrit = 2*sqrt(PMass*Kstiff)
LFDamp = (DFace21 - CylData(PartA)%DFace21_old)/Dt
ZInert = PMass*(CylData(PartA)%R)**2/2.
TCcrit = 2*sqrt(ZInert*Ktorsion)
TDamp = (DKThetaMag - CylData(PartA)%DKThetaMag_old)/Dt
! Positive bending moment for partA and negative for partB
! With Torsional moment between cylinder pairs
BendMom = Kbending*DThetaMag*MThetaHat + 1.5*MCcrit*MDamp
TorMomA = Ktorsion*DKThetaMag*RThetaHatA
TorMomB = Ktorsion*DKThetaMag*RThetaHatB + 1.5*TCcrit*TDamp*RThetaHatB
PData(PartA)%M = PData(PartA)%M - (TorMomA - BendMom)
PData(PartB)%M = PData(PartB)%M + (TorMomB - BendMom)
! Stiff spring force bewteen top partA and bottom partB
! Positive force on partA and negative on partB
LinearForce = Kstiff * DFace21 + 1.5*LCcrit*LFDamp
PData(PartA)%F = PData(PartA)%F + LinearForce
PData(PartB)%F = PData(PartB)%F - LinearForce


























IF(AuxData(PartA)%Class == 4 .and. AuxData(PartB)%Class == 4) THEN
! Good to go! Continue Subroutine.
ELSE




! Find Center to Center Vector and components



























DO Ip = CIndex(Ic),CIndex(Ic) + Particles(Ic) - 1
PData(Ip)%Polarity = Polarity
Polarity = -1.0 + PolarStepNum*PolarStep
FlipPole = .FALSE.
PolarStepNum = PolarStepNum + 1




DO Ip = CIndex(Ic),CIndex(Ic) + Particles(Ic) - 1
PData(Ip)%Polarity = Polarity






PolarStepNum = PolarStepNum + 1

















LJPotEnrg = 4*LJEpsilon*((LJSigma/DvecMag)**12 - AttrFac*(LJSigma/DvecMag)**6)
LJPotEnrgTotal = LJPotEnrgTotal + LJPotEnrg
PData(A)%LJPotEnrg = PData(A)%LJPotEnrg + LJPotEnrg
PData(B)%LJPotEnrg = PData(B)%LJPotEnrg + LJPotEnrg
ESEnrg = 0.25*ESFac*KeeQ2*PData(A)%Polarity*PData(B)%Polarity/DvecMag
PData(A)%ESEnrg = PData(A)%ESEnrg + ESEnrg
PData(B)%ESEnrg = PData(B)%ESEnrg + ESEnrg
PData(A)%TotalPtnlEnrg = 0.5*(PData(A)%LJPotEnrg + PData(A)%ESEnrg)









REAL (KIND=8) :: PMass,Tl,Tr,Mfac
REAL (KIND=8) :: XBar(3)
REAL (KIND=8) :: Im(6)
REAL (KIND=8) :: Ag(3)
REAL (KIND=8) :: DXBar(3),det




Mfac = FourThirds * Pi
! Gravity acceleration (down is positive)
Ag(1:3) = 0.0
IF(GravityOn) THEN
! The Inertia (i.e. 1000) denominator is for compensating Inertia Factor.
! The fall is slower but forces values are correct.
! Grav_Fac = Gravity factor for calibration
Ag(3) = Grav_Fac * Gravity/Inertia
END IF
DO Ic = 1, NumClusters
IF((Particles(Ic) .EQ. 1 .AND. Rigid) .OR. (Particles(Ic) .GT. 0 &
.AND. .NOT. Rigid)) THEN
! Single particle or linked cluster
DO Ip = CIndex(Ic),CIndex(Ic)+Particles(Ic)-1
IF(PData(Ip)%Pulled .AND. PData(Ip)%TypePull .eq. ’F’) THEN
PData(Ip)%F = PData(Ip)%F + PData(Ip)%StrengthPull(1:3)
ClData(Ic)%F = PData(Ip)%F + PData(Ip)%StrengthPull(1:3)
ENDIF









! Center of mass
Xbar(1:3) = PData(Ip)%X(1:3)
Tl = DTime/PMass
IF(.NOT. Rigid .and. Particles(Ic) > 1) THEN
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! Update location of particle
PData(Ip)%X = PData(Ip)%X + DTime * PData(Ip)%V + &
0.5*Dtime*Tl*PData(Ip)%F_old + 0.5*Ag*DTime**2
IF(GlobalDamping) THEN
! Update velocity with fluid drag force
PData(Ip)%V(1:3) = nu*(PData(Ip)%V(1:3) + 0.5*Tl * &
(PData(Ip)%F(1:3) + PData(Ip)%F_old(1:3)) + Dtime*Ag)
FDisip = (1.0 - nu)*0.5*(PData(Ip)%F(1:3) + &
PData(Ip)%F_old(1:3))*Tl
FDisipMag = sqrt(dot_product(FDisip,FDisip))
FDisipTotal = FDisipTotal + FDisipMag
ELSE
! Update velocity




! Update location of cluster
ClData(Ic)%X = ClData(Ic)%X + DTime * ClData(Ic)%V + &
0.5*Dtime*Tl*ClData(Ic)%F_old
! Update velocity
ClData(Ic)%V(1:3) = ClData(Ic)%V(1:3) + 0.5*Tl * &
(ClData(Ic)%F(1:3)+ClData(Ic)%F_old(1:3)) + Dtime*Ag
END IF
IF(AuxData(Ip)%Class .EQ. sphere) THEN





Tr = DTime/( PMass * TwoFifts * PData(Ip)%R**2 )
! Update total rotation for purposes of output.
! It is not used in computation.
PData(Ip)%Theta(1:3) = PData(Ip)%Theta(1:3) + &
DTime * PData(Ip)%Omega(1:3) + Tr*Dtime*0.5*ClData(Ic)%M_old(1:3)
! Update rotational velocity
ClData(Ic)%Omega = ClData(Ic)%Omega + &
Tr * 0.5*(ClData(Ic)%M+ClData(Ic)%M_old)
ELSE IF (AuxData(Ip)%Class .EQ.Pebble) THEN
! rotating single ellipsoid/pebble
Tr = Dtime
R = PData(Ip)%q%R











det = PShapes(Ip)%I(1,1)*Im(1) + PShapes(Ip)%I(2,1)*Im(4) + &
PShapes(Ip)%I(3,1)*Im(5)
Im(1:6) = Im(1:6)/det
! estimate pebble rotations for bookkeeping purposes.
PData(Ip)%Theta(1) = PData(Ip)%Theta(1) + Dtime*PData(Ip)%Omega(1)+&
Tr*Dtime*0.5* &
(Im(1) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(1) + &
Im(4) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(2) + &
Im(5) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(3))
PData(Ip)%Theta(2) = PData(Ip)%Theta(2) + Dtime*PData(Ip)%Omega(2)+&
Tr*Dtime*0.5* &
(Im(4) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(1) + &
Im(2) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(2) + &
Im(6) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(3))
PData(Ip)%Theta(3) = PData(Ip)%Theta(3) + Dtime*PData(Ip)%Omega(3)+&
Tr*Dtime*0.5* &
(Im(5) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(1) + &
Im(6) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(2) + &
Im(3) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(3))




















! Now compute rotations in body coordinate frame
wbody(1) = wbody(1) + 0.5*Tr *( Im(1) * MOldBody(1) + &
Im(4) * MOldBody(2) + &
Im(5) * MOldBody(3) )
wbody(2) = wbody(2) + 0.5*Tr *( Im(4) * MOldBody(1) + &
Im(2) * MOldBody(2) + &
Im(6) * MOldBody(3) )
wbody(3) = wbody(3) + Tr*0.5 *( Im(5) * MOldBody(1) + &
Im(6) * MOldBody(2) + &
Im(3) * MOldBody(3) )
wbody(1) = wbody(1) + 0.5*Tr *( Im(1) * Mbody(1) + &
Im(4) * Mbody(2) + &
Im(5) * Mbody(3) )
wbody(2) = wbody(2) + Tr *0.5*( Im(4) * Mbody(1) + &
Im(2) * Mbody(2) + &
Im(6) * Mbody(3) )
wbody(3) = wbody(3) + 0.5*Tr *( Im(5) * Mbody(1) + &
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Im(6) * Mbody(2) + &
Im(3) * Mbody(3) )








ELSE IF (AuxData(Ip)%Class .EQ. Cylinder) THEN
! rotating single cylinder
Tr = Dtime
R = PData(Ip)%q%R










det = CylData(Ip)%I(1,1)*Im(1) + CylData(Ip)%I(2,1)*Im(4) + CylData(Ip)%I(3,1)*Im(5)
Im(1:6) = Im(1:6)/det
IF(.NOT. Rigid) THEN
! estimate pebble rotations for bookkeeping purposes.
PData(Ip)%Theta(1) = PData(Ip)%Theta(1) + Dtime*PData(Ip)%Omega(1)+&
Tr*Dtime*0.5* &
(Im(1) *PData(Ip)%M_old(1) + &
Im(4) *PData(Ip)%M_old(2) + &
Im(5) *PData(Ip)%M_old(3))
PData(Ip)%Theta(2) = PData(Ip)%Theta(2) + Dtime*PData(Ip)%Omega(2)+&
Tr*Dtime*0.5* &
(Im(4) *PData(Ip)%M_old(1) + &
Im(2) *PData(Ip)%M_old(2) + &
Im(6) *PData(Ip)%M_old(3))
PData(Ip)%Theta(3) = PData(Ip)%Theta(3) + Dtime*PData(Ip)%Omega(3)+&
Tr*Dtime*0.5* &
(Im(5) *PData(Ip)%M_old(1) + &
Im(6) *PData(Ip)%M_old(2) + &
Im(3) *PData(Ip)%M_old(3))
! find angular velocities in body frame








!find torques in body frame













! Now compute rotations in body coordinate frame
wbody(1) = wbody(1) + 0.5*Tr *( Im(1) * MOldBody(1) + &
Im(4) * MOldBody(2) + &
Im(5) * MOldBody(3) )
wbody(2) = wbody(2) + 0.5*Tr *( Im(4) * MOldBody(1) + &
Im(2) * MOldBody(2) + &
Im(6) * MOldBody(3) )
wbody(3) = wbody(3) + Tr*0.5 *( Im(5) * MOldBody(1) + &
Im(6) * MOldBody(2) + &
Im(3) * MOldBody(3) )
wbody(1) = wbody(1) + 0.5*Tr *( Im(1) * Mbody(1) + &
Im(4) * Mbody(2) + &
Im(5) * Mbody(3) )
wbody(2) = wbody(2) + Tr *0.5*( Im(4) * Mbody(1) + &
Im(2) * Mbody(2) + &
Im(6) * Mbody(3) )
wbody(3) = wbody(3) + 0.5*Tr *( Im(5) * Mbody(1) + &
Im(6) * Mbody(2) + &
Im(3) * Mbody(3) )
!Reset wbody(3) to 0.0 to maintain rigid torsional backbone
wbody(3) = 0.0d8
! Now use rotation to derive quaternion and rotation matrix
! for given pebble
CALL Move_Quaternion(Ip,PData(Ip)%q,wbody(1),wbody(2), &
& wbody(3),PData(Ip)%q%R,Dtime)





! estimate pebble rotations for bookkeeping purposes.
PData(Ip)%Theta(1) = PData(Ip)%Theta(1) + Dtime*PData(Ip)%Omega(1)+&
Tr*Dtime*0.5* &
(Im(1) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(1) + &
Im(4) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(2) + &
Im(5) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(3))
PData(Ip)%Theta(2) = PData(Ip)%Theta(2) + Dtime*PData(Ip)%Omega(2)+&
Tr*Dtime*0.5* &
(Im(4) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(1) + &
Im(2) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(2) + &
Im(6) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(3))
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PData(Ip)%Theta(3) = PData(Ip)%Theta(3) + Dtime*PData(Ip)%Omega(3)+&
Tr*Dtime*0.5* &
(Im(5) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(1) + &
Im(6) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(2) + &
Im(3) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(3))




















! Now compute rotations in body coordinate frame
wbody(1) = wbody(1) + 0.5*Tr *( Im(1) * MOldBody(1) + &
Im(4) * MOldBody(2) + &
Im(5) * MOldBody(3) )
wbody(2) = wbody(2) + 0.5*Tr *( Im(4) * MOldBody(1) + &
Im(2) * MOldBody(2) + &
Im(6) * MOldBody(3) )
wbody(3) = wbody(3) + Tr*0.5 *( Im(5) * MOldBody(1) + &
Im(6) * MOldBody(2) + &
Im(3) * MOldBody(3) )
wbody(1) = wbody(1) + 0.5*Tr *( Im(1) * Mbody(1) + &
Im(4) * Mbody(2) + &
Im(5) * Mbody(3) )
wbody(2) = wbody(2) + Tr *0.5*( Im(4) * Mbody(1) + &
Im(2) * Mbody(2) + &
Im(6) * Mbody(3) )
wbody(3) = wbody(3) + 0.5*Tr *( Im(5) * Mbody(1) + &
Im(6) * Mbody(2) + &
Im(3) * Mbody(3) )
! Now use rotation to derive quaternion and rotation matrix
! for given pebble
CALL Move_Quaternion(Ip,PData(Ip)%q,wbody(1),wbody(2), &
& wbody(3),PData(Ip)%q%R,Dtime)










IF(.NOT. Rigid .and. Particles(Ic) > 1) THEN











ELSE IF(Particles(Ic) .GT. 1 .AND. Rigid) THEN
IF (PolyData(Ic)%FEIndex .EQ. 0) THEN
! Cluster of spheres. Compute cluster properties
CALL MassMoments(Ic, Im, Xbar)
Tl = DTime/ClData(Ic)%Mass
Tr = DTime
DXBar(1:3) = Tr * CLData(Ic)%V(1:3)+ &
0.5*CLData(Ic)%F_old(1:3)*Dtime*Tl
! Update velocity
ClData(Ic)%V(1:3) = ClData(Ic)%V(1:3) + Tl * 0.5* &
(ClData(Ic)%F(1:3)+ClData(Ic)%F_Old(1:3))+ Dtime * Ag(1:3)
! Partially update rotational velocity
ClData(Ic)%Omega(1) = ClData(Ic)%Omega(1) + &
0.5*Tr *(Im(1)*ClData(Ic)%M_old(1) + &
Im(4) * ClData(Ic)%M_old(2) + &
Im(5) * ClData(Ic)%M_old(3) )
ClData(Ic)%Omega(2) = ClData(Ic)%Omega(2) + &
0.5*Tr *(Im(4)*ClData(Ic)%M_old(1) + &
Im(2) * ClData(Ic)%M_old(2) + &
Im(6) * ClData(Ic)%M_old(3) )
ClData(Ic)%Omega(3) = ClData(Ic)%Omega(3) + &
Tr*0.5 *(Im(5)*ClData(Ic)%M_old(1) + &
Im(6) * ClData(Ic)%M_old(2) + &
Im(3) * ClData(Ic)%M_old(3) )
! Update particles in cluster
CALL UpdateCluster(Ic, Xbar, DXBar)
! Update location of cluster center
ClData(Ic)%X(1:3) = Xbar(1:3)
! Finish updating rotational velocity
ClData(Ic)%Omega(1) = ClData(Ic)%Omega(1) + &
0.5*Tr *(Im(1)*ClData(Ic)%M(1) + &
Im(4) * ClData(Ic)%M(2) + &
Im(5) * ClData(Ic)%M(3) )
ClData(Ic)%Omega(2) = ClData(Ic)%Omega(2) + &
Tr *0.5*(Im(4)*ClData(Ic)%M(1) + &
Im(2) * ClData(Ic)%M(2) + &
Im(6) * ClData(Ic)%M(3) )
ClData(Ic)%Omega(3) = ClData(Ic)%Omega(3) + &
0.5*Tr *(Im(5)*ClData(Ic)%M(1) + &
Im(6) * ClData(Ic)%M(2) + &


















det = ClData(Ic)%Jm(1,1)*Im(1) + ClData(Ic)%Jm(2,1)*Im(4) + &
ClData(Ic)%Jm(3,1)*Im(5)
Im(1:6) = Im(1:6)/det
! estimate particle rotations for bookkeeping purposes.
DO Ip = CIndex(Ic), CIndex(Ic) + particles(Ic)-1
PData(Ip)%Theta(1) = PData(Ip)%Theta(1) + Dtime*PData(Ip)%Omega(1)+&
Tr*Dtime*0.5* &
(Im(1) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(1) + &
Im(4) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(2) + &
Im(5) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(3))
PData(Ip)%Theta(2) = PData(Ip)%Theta(2) + Dtime*PData(Ip)%Omega(2)+&
Tr*Dtime*0.5* &
(Im(4) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(1) + &
Im(2) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(2) + &
Im(6) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(3))
PData(Ip)%Theta(3) = PData(Ip)%Theta(3) + Dtime*PData(Ip)%Omega(3)+&
Tr*Dtime*0.5* &
(Im(5) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(1) + &
Im(6) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(2) + &
Im(3) *ClData(Ic)%M_old(3))
END DO
DXBar(1:3) = Tr * CLData(Ic)%V(1:3)+ &
0.5*CLData(Ic)%F_old(1:3)*Dtime*Tl
! Update velocity
ClData(Ic)%V(1:3) = ClData(Ic)%V(1:3) + Tl * 0.5* &
(ClData(Ic)%F(1:3)+ClData(Ic)%F_Old(1:3))+ Dtime * Ag(1:3)





















! Now compute rotations in body coordinate frame
wbody(1) = wbody(1) + 0.5*Tr *( Im(1) * MOldBody(1) + &
Im(4) * MOldBody(2) + &
Im(5) * MOldBody(3) )
wbody(2) = wbody(2) + 0.5*Tr *( Im(4) * MOldBody(1) + &
Im(2) * MOldBody(2) + &
Im(6) * MOldBody(3) )
wbody(3) = wbody(3) + Tr*0.5 *( Im(5) * MOldBody(1) + &
Im(6) * MOldBody(2) + &
Im(3) * MOldBody(3) )
! Finish updating angular velocity
wbody(1) = wbody(1) + 0.5*Tr *( Im(1) * Mbody(1) + &
Im(4) * Mbody(2) + &
Im(5) * Mbody(3) )
wbody(2) = wbody(2) + Tr *0.5*( Im(4) * Mbody(1) + &
Im(2) * Mbody(2) + &
Im(6) * Mbody(3) )
wbody(3) = wbody(3) + 0.5*Tr *( Im(5) * Mbody(1) + &
Im(6) * Mbody(2) + &
Im(3) * Mbody(3) )




CALL UpdateCluster(Ic, Xbar, DXBar)




! Now use rotation to derive quaternion and rotation matrix for polygon
DO Ip = CIndex(Ic), CIndex(Ic)+ particles(Ic)-1
PData(Ip)%q = PolyData(Ic)%q
END DO
! Update polygon FE vertices by taking sphere (vertex) particle
! locations and mapping on to Nodes













SUBROUTINE SumForceAndMoment(Part, Ic, Class, MArm, CForce, Mc)




INTEGER :: Part ! Particle number
INTEGER :: Ic ! Contact number
INTEGER :: Class ! Type of entity
INTEGER :: ElNum ! Element number
INTEGER :: ObjNum ! Object number
INTEGER :: N ! Element number
REAL (KIND=8) :: CForce(3) ! Total contact force
REAL (KIND=8) :: Mc(3) ! Contact moment
REAL (KIND=8) :: MArm(3) ! Moment arm from centroid of entity A to contact
REAL (KIND=8) :: Xp(3)
REAL (KIND=8) :: X(3)
REAL (KIND=8) :: Y(3)
REAL (KIND=8) :: Z(3)
REAL (KIND=8) :: At
REAL (KIND=8) :: Ac(3)
SELECT CASE (Class)
CASE (Sphere)
ClData(PData(Part)%UniqueID)%F(1:3) = ClData(PData(Part)%UniqueID)%F(1:3) &
+ CForce(1:3)
ClData(PData(Part)%UniqueID)%M(1:3) = ClData(PData(Part)%UniqueID)%M(1:3) &
+ Mc(1:3)
ClData(PData(Part)%UniqueID)%M(1) = ClData(PData(Part)%UniqueID)%M(1) - &
(MArm(2) * CForce(3) - MArm(3) * CForce(2))
ClData(PData(Part)%UniqueID)%M(2) = ClData(PData(Part)%UniqueID)%M(2) + &
(MArm(1) * CForce(3) - MArm(3) * CForce(1))
ClData(PData(Part)%UniqueID)%M(3) = ClData(PData(Part)%UniqueID)%M(3) - &
(MArm(1) * CForce(2) - MArm(2) * CForce(1))
CASE (Cylinder)
IF(Rigid) THEN
ClData(PData(Part)%UniqueID)%F(1:3) = ClData(PData(Part)%UniqueID)%F(1:3) &
+ CForce(1:3)
ClData(PData(Part)%UniqueID)%M(1:3) = ClData(PData(Part)%UniqueID)%M(1:3) &
+ Mc(1:3)
ClData(PData(Part)%UniqueID)%M(1) = ClData(PData(Part)%UniqueID)%M(1) - &
(MArm(2) * CForce(3) - MArm(3) * CForce(2))
ClData(PData(Part)%UniqueID)%M(2) = ClData(PData(Part)%UniqueID)%M(2) + &
(MArm(1) * CForce(3) - MArm(3) * CForce(1))
ClData(PData(Part)%UniqueID)%M(3) = ClData(PData(Part)%UniqueID)%M(3) - &
(MArm(1) * CForce(2) - MArm(2) * CForce(1))
ELSE
PData(Part)%F(1:3) = PData(Part)%F(1:3) + CForce(1:3)
PData(Part)%M(1:3) = PData(Part)%M(1:3) + Mc(1:3)
PData(Part)%M(1) = PData(Part)%M(1) - &
(MArm(2) * CForce(3) - MArm(3) * CForce(2))
PData(Part)%M(2) = PData(Part)%M(2) + &
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(MArm(1) * CForce(3) - MArm(3) * CForce(1))
PData(Part)%M(3) = PData(Part)%M(3) - &
(MArm(1) * CForce(2) - MArm(2) * CForce(1))
END IF
CASE (FE)
! Determine the rigid object to which the element belongs.
N = Part !Element number is same as particle number if Class = FE.
ObjNum = EList(N)%RigidObject
! Force shared with a finite element
! Get coordinates
X(1:3) = Enodes( Elist(N)%Defs(1:3) )%X(1)
Y(1:3) = Enodes( Elist(N)%Defs(1:3) )%X(2)
Z(1:3) = Enodes( Elist(N)%Defs(1:3) )%X(3)
! Contact location
Xp(1:3) = CData(New, Ic)%X(1:3)
! Check on type of element.
IF((EList(N)%ElType .EQ. 1) .OR. (EList(N)%ElType .EQ. 3)) then
! Triangle
CALL AreaCoordinates(X, Y, Z, Xp, Ac, At)
Enodes(Elist(N)%Defs(1:3))%F(1) = Enodes(Elist(N)%Defs(1:3))%F(1) - &
CForce(1) * Ac(1:3)
Enodes(Elist(N)%Defs(1:3))%F(2) = Enodes(Elist(N)%Defs(1:3))%F(2) - &
CForce(2) * Ac(1:3)
Enodes(Elist(N)%Defs(1:3))%F(3) = Enodes(Elist(N)%Defs(1:3))%F(3) - &
CForce(3) * Ac(1:3)
ELSE IF(EList(N)%ElType .EQ. 2) THEN
! Line
CALL LineCoordinates(X, Y, Z, Xp, Ac)
IF(Elist(N)%Defs(1) .EQ. EList(N)%Defs(2)) then
Enodes(Elist(N)%Defs(1))%F(1:3) = Enodes(Elist(N)%Defs(1))%F(1:3) - &
CForce(1:3) * Ac(1)
Enodes(Elist(N)%Defs(3))%F(1:3) = Enodes(Elist(N)%Defs(3))%F(1:3) - &
CForce(1:3) * Ac(3)
ELSE IF(Elist(N)%Defs(1) .EQ. EList(N)%Defs(3)) then
Enodes(Elist(N)%Defs(1))%F(1:3) = Enodes(Elist(N)%Defs(1))%F(1:3) - &
CForce(1:3) * Ac(1)
Enodes(Elist(N)%Defs(2))%F(1:3) = Enodes(Elist(N)%Defs(2))%F(1:3) - &
CForce(1:3) * Ac(2)
ELSE IF(Elist(N)%Defs(2) .EQ. EList(N)%Defs(3)) then
Enodes(Elist(N)%Defs(1))%F(1:3) = Enodes(Elist(N)%Defs(1))%F(1:3) - &
CForce(1:3) * Ac(1)
Enodes(Elist(N)%Defs(2))%F(1:3) = Enodes(Elist(N)%Defs(2))%F(1:3) - &
CForce(1:3) * Ac(2)
ELSE















INTEGER :: I, J, Ip, Ic




! Write all Header Data
WRITE(FNum,*) TotTime ! Write the elapsed time until this instant
WRITE(FNum,’(7(f10.5,2x))’)MinX1,MaxX1,MinX2,MaxX2,MinX3,MaxX3,CellSize
! Use standard routine Write_Material_Input for properties
CALL Write_Material_Input(FNUM)
WRITE(FNum,*) NumParticles, NumClusters
WRITE(FNum,*) NumPNodes, NumBoxElements, NumPElements, NObjects, MObjects
! Write all Nodal data
DO I = 1,NumPNodes
WRITE(FNum,*) ENodes(I)%Num,ENodes(I)%X(1),ENodes(I)%X(2),ENodes(I)%X(3)






! Write the Box Element Data
DO I = 1,NumBoxElements
EList(I)%Defs(4) = 0





IF (NObjects > 0) THEN
DO I = 1, NObjects
WRITE(FNum,*) PObject(I)%FirstElement, PObject(I)%LastElement
DO J = PObject(I)%FirstElement, PObject(I)%LastElement
NElms = J
EList(NElms)%Defs(4) = 0







! Write the 3 components of object Velocity
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! Write object motion data
DO I = 0, NObjects
WRITE(FNum,*) PObject(I)%Exists, PObject(I)%Free
WRITE(FNum,*) PObject(I)%Num,PObject(I)%V(1), PObject(I)%V(2), &
PObject(I)%V(3), ObjectMove
WRITE(FNum,*) PObject(I)%Omega(1), PObject(I)%Omega(2), PObject(I)%Omega(3)
WRITE(FNum,*) PObject(I)%Xc(1), PObject(I)%Xc(2), PObject(I)%Xc(3)
WRITE(FNum,*) PObject(I)%F(1), PObject(I)%F(2), PObject(I)%F(3)
WRITE(FNum,*) PObject(I)%M(1), PObject(I)%M(2), PObject(I)%M(3)
DO J = 1,3




! Mass of object
WRITE(FNum,*) PObject(I)%Mass
END DO
!!! WRITE MEMBRANE OBJECTS
IF (MObjects > 0) THEN
DO I = 1, MObjects
WRITE(FNum,*) MObject(I)%FirstElement, MObject(I)%LastElement
DO J = MObject(I)%FirstElement, MObject(I)%LastElement
NElms = NElms + 1
EList(NElms)%Defs(4) = 0









! Write the particle locations
DO Ip = 1, NumParticles
IF(PolyEllipses) WRITE(FNum,*) AuxData(Ip)%Class, PData(Ip)%polarity
WRITE(FNum,’(2i8,3f22.14,f8.4)’) PData(Ip)%Number, PData(Ip)%MatNum, &
(PData(Ip)%X(J),J=1,3), PData(Ip)%R






IF(AuxData(Ip)%Class .EQ. Cylindar) THEN
WRITE(FNum,*) CylData(Ip)%R
WRITE(FNum,*) CylData(Ip)%Axis


















IF (Particles(Ic) .GT. 1) WRITE(FNum,*) PolyData(Ic)%FeIndex,&
PolyData(Ic)%PnodeIndex




DO I = PolyData(Ic)%FeIndex, PolyData(Ic)%FeIndex + PolyData(Ic)%Nface-1







! Write the contact Data.
WRITE(FNum,*) NumberOldContacts
DO Ic = 1,NumberOldContacts
WRITE(FNum,’(I10,2x,I10, 2x, I10)’) Ic, CData(Old,Ic)%A, CData(Old,Ic)%B






! Write contact locations for post processing.








PHAGE DEM SIMULATION INPUT EXAMPLES
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-20. 20. -20. 20. -20. 20. 0.5
2
1 1 44 0.0000000000000000 -16.000000000000000 -460.00000000000000 4
3.2999999999999998
20.000000000000000 0.0000000000000000 0.0000000000000000 0.0000000000000000
2 2.3083935947039492E-002 -15.990080539338170 -439.95003140546316 4
3.2999999999999998
20.000000000000000 9.8701117131051491E-004 -2.2969121877774567E-003 0.0000000000000000
...
2 1 44 0.0000000000000000 16.000000000000000 -460.00000000000000 4
3.2999999999999998
20.000000000000000 0.0000000000000000 0.0000000000000000 0.0000000000000000
2 2.6248587257034703E-002 15.984537906015310 -439.95004617173333 4
3.2999999999999998
20.000000000000000 -1.5385174212372162E-003 -2.6118057874066976E-003 0.0000000000000000
...
24 0 12 6 0
1 3000. 3000. 1200. Nodes for Front
2 3000. -3000. 1200. |
3 3000. 3000. -3000. |
4 3000. -3000. -3000. _
5 -3000. 3000. 1200. Nodes for Back
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6 -3000. -3000. 1200. |
7 -3000. 3000. -3000. |
8 -3000. -3000. -3000. _
9 -3000. -3000. -3000. Nodes for top
10 -3000. 3000. -3000. |
11 3000. -3000. -3000. |
12 3000. 3000. -3000. -
13 3000. -3000. 1200. Nodes for left side
14 -3000. -3000. 1200. |
15 3000. -3000. -3000. |
16 -3000. -3000. -3000. -
17 3000. 3000. 1200. Nodes for right side
18 -3000. 3000. 1200. |
19 3000. 3000. -3000. |
20 -3000. 3000. -3000. -
21 -3000. -3000. 1200. Nodes for Bottom
22 -3000. 3000. 1200. |
23 3000. -3000. 1200. |
24 3000. 3000. 1200. -
0
2
1 2 9 10 12 Top elements
2 2 9 12 11
2
3 2 13 14 16 Left side elements
4 2 13 16 15
2
5 2 17 20 18 Right side elements
6 2 17 19 20
2
7 2 21 24 22 Bottom elements
8 2 21 23 24
2
9 2 4 3 1 Front elements
10 2 1 2 4
2
11 2 8 5 7 Back Elements
12 2 5 8 6
10.
0. 0. 0. 0
3 2 2 0. 0. -10.
10.
0. 0. 0. 0
3 2 2 0. 0. 10.
10.
0. 0. 0. 0
3 2 2 0. -10. 0.
10.
0. 0. 0. 0
3 2 2 0. 10. 0.
10.
0. 0. 0. 0
3 2 2 10. 0. 0.
10.
0. 0. 0. 0
















































































































































































CLP8 Two Phage Head-to-Head Example Run Script
PHGE
35.0
6.2
1.
0
200
100000.
5000.
500.
RSTR
CLP8TwoPhage_HH_rstart.rst
TIME 0.100000001 1.99999995E-05
OBJE 1 ON
OBJE 2 ON
OBJE 3 ON
OBJE 4 ON
OBJE 5 ON
OBJE 6 ON
DAMP .9995 ON
POLR OFF
GRAV OFF
WBND OFF
WPSN OFF
WROT OFF
WKNE OFF
WSTR OFF
DBUG 1 OFF
ENDT
ENDF
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